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Abstract
Title: Stress-Based Topology Optimization of Pi Preform-Bonded Composite Laminate
Structure
Author: Iwan Broodryk
Advisor: David Fleming, Ph.D.
The purpose of this work is to explore the stress-based topology optimization of structure
that utilizes laminated composites and 3D woven Pi preform joints. Simple geometry,
loading, and boundary conditions are considered. At a finite element level, an aggregate
stress ratio is developed for Pi joint and acreage laminate elements. A basic descent
method of moving asymptotes (BDMMA) algorithm is created to solve all optimization
problems. Topology results for two different stress-based formulations and a compliance
minimization problem are compared, followed by an in-depth analysis at a Pi joint and
laminate level.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A paradigm shift in the aerospace industry has been underway for the last 20 years. Now, more
than ever before, there is a greater focus on primary structure part count reduction. For more
complex, large-scale airframe structures, this is accomplished through integrally stiffened geometry
that is primarily bonded at structural interfaces (Russell, 2007). Bonded joining technologies have
and continue to evolve. One of the most efficient of these technologies is a concert of 3D woven
composite prepregs and film adhesives (Harries, 2019).
Computing technology has greatly accelerated design maturation and allowed for more structurally
optimal configurations. Structural optimization is a broad field of great interest in the engineering
community and tends to fall into two main categories: (1) Weight Minimization and (2)
Compliance Minimization. Both categories focus primarily on the optimization of large acreage
skins, spars, keels, and frames. However, little to no consideration is given to the joining
technology as part of this optimization effort.
The aim of this thesis to bridge the structural optimization gap that exists between joining
technologies and large acreage panels. Both structural elements must be considered simultaneously
as part of a single optimization effort. Success is measured based on the ability of an optimal
structural configuration to mitigate joint overloads and minimize acreage stresses for a desired
weight reduction goal.

1.2 Bonded Pi Preform Joints
Three dimensionally stitched or woven shapes have been at the core of cutting-edge textiles and
performance sports clothing for decades. More recently, similar weaving techniques and custom
shapes have found their way into the aerospace industry. Instead of nylon or cotton, manufacturers
use 3D woven shapes utilizing more advanced materials like carbon fiber as shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 - 3D Woven Pi Preform (Harries, 2019)
The example pictured in Figure 1.1 is a Pi (π) preform pre-impregnated with an epoxy resin. Per
the original Pi Preform patent (Goering & Ouellette, 2011), the weave pattern in Figure 1.2 (center)
combines longitudinal and lateral tows.

Figure 1.2 - Pi Preform Weave Pattern (Goering & Ouellette, 2011)
Continuous, interwoven fibers attach the clevis legs to the base. This creates a stiff and efficient
load path between the web and base laminate constituents of the built-up “T” section in Figure 1.3.
2

Figure 1.3 - Manufactured “T” Section Pi Preform (Flansburg et al., 2009)
Semi-monocoque aerospace structures may be built with a combination of Pi preform joints, base
laminates, and web laminates. Cured web laminates are typically co-bonded within the Pi preform
clevis. The cured web and Pi Preform assembly is then secondarily bonded to the base laminate. In
Figure 1.4, both bond operations employ adhesive films that are compatible with the Pi preform,
web laminate, and base laminate matrix systems.

Figure 1.4 - Pi Preform “T” Section Adhesive Bond Regions
An aerospace example that utilizes Pi preform joints is the NASA Composite Crew Module (CCM)
(Collier et al., 2008). Pi preform joints are used throughout the highly curved gusset sections
pictured in Figure 1.5.
3

Figure 1.5 - NASA CCM Pi Preform Usage (Collier et al., 2008)
While the use of Pi preform joints facilitates the formation of more complex geometry, more
complex stress analysis techniques are required. Also, joints are prone to stress concentrations
wherever abrupt stiffness changes occur. Still, the long-term cost benefit of fully bonded (unified)
structure continues to challenge classical design methodology (Russell, 2007).
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1.3 Structural Optimization Basics
There are three primary approaches within the field of structural optimization: size, shape, and
topology optimization. Size optimization will take a pre-defined structural domain and size
individual members according to strength, stability, or stiffness objectives. This type of
optimization is typically utilized in 2D and 3D truss design shown in Figure 1.6, and has been
inspired by Michell structures since the early 1900’s (Bouchitté et al., 2007).

Figure 1.6 - Size Optimization
Shape optimization takes an initial layout containing voids and modifies the shape of said voids
until an optimal solution is reached. The domain is discretized using 2D or 3D finite elements, and
adaptive mesh tools are used because the voids (“white space”) are allowed to change shape.
Similarly, a fixed discretization and a closed loop spline defining a custom shape of void material
may also be used. As shown in Figure 1.7, the void count typically stays constant, and boundary of
each void is generally not allowed to overlap another (Allaire et al., 2021).

Figure 1.7 - Shape Optimization
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Topology optimization takes the placement, shape, and number of voids a step further. That is, the
number of voids, the shape of the voids, and the placement of connective material (“black space”)
are all optimally determined (Bendsøe & Sigmund, 2004). The most basic topology optimization
schemes are set up to minimize the compliance of the entire system while being subject to volume
constraints. In other words, the optimal solution is that which produces the stiffest design or
minimizes total strain energy. Figure 1.8 shows resulting topologies often resemble truss-like
structure. Grouped together clusters of solid material form members loaded primarily in tension or
compression.

Figure 1.8 - Topology Optimization Example

1.4 Acreage and Joint Optimization
Within the aerospace industry, weight optimization is a major field of study and concern for
advanced design groups. Even during the detail design phase of a project, configurations may go
through multiple sizing or layout iterations to improve on performance. Accessible, more powerful
high-speed computing services have become commonplace within the engineering community. The
power to iterate through dozens (if not hundreds) of configurations has been placed atop the desk
of almost every entry-level engineer. Tools like HyperSizer (Collier, 2013) exist to optimize entire
composite wing skins for a given set of design and manufacturing constraints. A HyperSizer
example solution is shown Figure 1.9, illustrating the distribution of varying laminate thicknesses.
Each ply-map is uniquely colored, allowing designer and analysts to visualize ply-drops and
stiffness transitions.
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Figure 1.9 - HyperSizer Optimized Wing Skin Laminate (Collier, 2013)
Figure 1.10 presents an excellent TopOpt (Aage et al., 2014) example of large-scale compliance
minimization. TopOpt seeks to find a stiff and efficient design in a 3-dimensional domain given
millions of design variables. Note that the solution is a structure that is difficult, if not impossible,
to manufacture using traditional machining or laminating methods. Solutions like this require
engineering interpretation and significant post-processing to obtain practical designs. That said,
combining additive manufacturing and topology optimization on a small scale has successfully
produced high-performance parts (Chen et al., 2021).
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Figure 1.10 - TopOpt Large-Scale Wing Optimization (Aage et al., 2014)
While the previous examples show applications of weight and compliance minimization, they fail
to address a key component of structural design: structural joints. This is understandable because
most weight savings can be found within large acreage (skin, ribs, frames) components of an
airframe. For primarily bolted structure, when the large acreage components have been optimized,
the resulting interface loads with surrounding structure are substantiated by locally adjusting the
diameter of fasteners and thicknesses of mating parts. This can be done without any significant
impact to surrounding structure, usually causing minimal load redistribution. However, when
considering Pi preform joint technology, the capability of the joining regions is usually a fixed
value. Also, due to the rigid nature of the Pi preform connection, subtle changes in acreage
topology can cause significant changes in joint stresses. Again, it is the focus of this thesis to
address the gap between acreage optimization and bonded Pi preform joint capability. A holistic
optimization approach is formulated, combining the stress sensitivities of both laminated composite
panels and Pi preform joints.
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2 Structural Optimization Approach
2.1 General Problem
Consider an objective function f whose evaluation is dependent on some variable 𝑥 ∈ ℝ. Seeking to
minimize the objective function, the optimization problem may be written as follows
min 𝑓(𝑥)
𝑥

(2.1)

𝑠. 𝑡. : 𝑔(𝑥) ≤ 0
∶ 0 < 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥

where g is an inequality constraint defined in terms of x. Also, x must fall on or between the bounds
xmin and xmax. Depending on the nature of f and g, a variety of methods may be used to solve the
above minimization problem. Some of these methods are gradient based, requiring the first and
sometimes second derivative of both f and g. Any recursive relationship between f and g or their
derivatives necessitates non-linear optimization or convex programming techniques. (2.1) may be
written more generally (Svanberg, 1987) for structural optimization problems as
min 𝑓0 (𝑥⃗)

(𝑥⃗ ∈ 𝑅 𝑛 )

𝑠. 𝑡. : 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) ≤ 𝑓̂𝑖

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚

𝑥⃗

∶ 0 < 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥

(2.2)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛

where the objective function f0 can be structural weight, total compliance (strain energy), or the
total normalized stress of the domain being optimized. x⃗⃗ is a vector of dimension n that represents
structural design variables like thickness, which are again bounded by xmin and xmax. Note that x⃗⃗
may also be interpreted as a variable that acts on a specific design feature using a mathematical
expression. Constraints placed on the problem are defined by fi and may be numerous. These
constraints may be applied to structural stresses, strains, or deflections.
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2.2 State Equation
Consider a two-dimensional problem with a set of loads 𝐹⃗ and boundary conditions, whose domain
Ω defines the starting geometry and volume. The domain is discretized using two-dimensional
finite elements. Each element represents a point within the design vector x⃗⃗. The element may be
fully effective, completely ineffective, or somewhere in between. Figure 2.1 shows a generic
example of a finite element analysis produced using Ansys Student Version 2022 R1 (ANSYS
Mechanical Products, 2022).

Figure 2.1 - Discretization & Finite Element Solution
As part of the finite element model construction, element stiffness matrices kj are assembled to
form the global stiffness matrix K. As the design vector x⃗⃗ updates, so do the stiffness matrices of
individual elements, and therefore the global stiffness matrix. Given constant loading and boundary
⃗⃗ are unique for every update of the design vector. The
conditions, the global node displacements 𝑈
finite element solution is at the core of all optimization schemes studied within this body of work.
⃗⃗.
It defines the relationship between the design variable x⃗⃗ and the resulting nodal displacements 𝑈
That is, 𝐾 = 𝐾(x⃗⃗) and element stresses, running loads, and strains may be calculated explicitly
⃗⃗.
from the resulting nodal displacements 𝑈
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2.3 Compliance Minimization
The most popular formulation within the discipline of structural optimization is compliance
minimization (Sigmund, 2001). It is written as
𝑁
𝑇

𝑇
⃗⃗} [𝐾]{𝑈
⃗⃗} = ∑ 𝑥𝑗 𝑝 {𝑢
min 𝑐(𝑥⃗) = {𝑈
⃗⃗𝑗 } [𝑘0 ]{𝑢
⃗⃗𝑗 }
𝑥⃗

𝑗=1

𝑠. 𝑡.:

𝑉(𝑥⃗)
𝑉0

(2.3)

≤ 𝑓,

⃗⃗} = [𝐾(x⃗⃗)]{𝑈
⃗⃗} = {𝐹⃗ }, (see State Equation)
∶ [𝐾]{𝑈
∶ 0 < 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 1
(Note: Column vectors and matrices are written using the “{-}” and “[-]” notation, respectively.)
where 𝑥𝑗 𝑝 is the penalized design vector (commonly, p = 3), 𝑢
⃗⃗𝑗 is the element nodal displacement
vector, 𝑘0 is the solid (fully effective) element stiffness matrix, 𝑉(𝑥⃗) is the volume of the current
design iteration, 𝑉0 is the initial design volume, and f is the desired volume fraction. 𝑥𝑗 may vary
between a minimum value (𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≪ 1) and a value of 1. The objective function c(x⃗⃗) represents the
summation of all elemental strain energies. That is, a strain energy evaluation is performed at every
design point that makes up the discretized domain.
To illustrate the results of a compliance minimization problem, consider the classic L-Bracket in
Figure 2.2. The top edge of the L-Bracket is fully constrained, while the upper right corner of the
lower leg is loaded with a single force downward.
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Figure 2.2 - Classic “L-Bracket” Problem
This seemingly simple geometry has been chosen by many within the structural optimization
community as a benchmark problem (Bendsøe & Sigmund, 2004). An offset load will produce
within the domain internal bending, shear, and axial forces throughout. Generating an optimal
structure that handles these forces is a true test of any algorithm. Resulting topologies are often
judged based on the solution’s ability to efficiently direct forces from the load application point,
around the corner stress concentration, and upward to the constrained boundary.
The stiffest, most optimal solution is one that contains a continuous network of truss-like segments
shown in Figure 2.3. These segments primarily experience tension or compression along their lines
of action. Members reacting significant bending moment are eliminated as the strain energy
associated with bending is far higher than that of pure axial loading.
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Figure 2.3 - “L-Bracket” Compliance Minimization

2.4 Stress-Constrained Weight Minimization
Instead of strain energy, now consider a problem that seeks to minimize the weight of a structure
while following a set of stress constraints (Holmberg et al., 2013). This formulation is written as
𝑁

min ∑ 𝑚𝑗 𝑥𝑗
𝑥

𝑗=1

𝑠. 𝑡.: 𝜎𝑖𝑃𝑁 ≤ 𝜎̅, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑐

(2.4)

⃗⃗} = [𝐾(x⃗⃗)]{𝑈
⃗⃗} = {𝐹⃗ }, (see State Equation)
∶ [𝐾]{𝑈
∶ 0 < 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 1
where 𝑚𝑗 is the solid element mass, 𝜎𝑖𝑃𝑁 is a P-normalized function operating on the stress
evaluation of groups of elements, σ
̅ is a stress limit, and 𝑛𝑐 represents the number of inequality
constraints or groups. The most popular choice for stress evaluation when using conventional
isotropic materials is the Von-Mises stress. Problems like this seek to produce the lightest possible
structure given a global or clustered stress limitation on the fully effective elements. Solutions for
stress-constrained weight minimization can look very similar to compliance minimization.
13

However, resulting topologies for stress-constrained weight minimization like that shown in Figure
2.4 will act to “soften” structure around stress concentrations. Stress-constrained weight
minimization solutions are inherently more flexible than their compliance minimization
counterparts.

Figure 2.4 - “L-Bracket” Weight Minimization (Holmberg et al., 2013)

2.5 P-Norm Stress Minimization
An interesting formulation that considers the state of stress within the design domain with only one
constraint is the P-Norm stress minimization. The problem may be written as

𝑁

1
𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

min 𝜎𝑃𝑁 = (∑ 𝜎̂𝑗 𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 )
𝑥

𝑗=1

𝑠. 𝑡.:

𝑉(𝑥⃗)
𝑉0

(2.5)

≤ 𝑓,

⃗⃗} = [𝐾(x⃗⃗)]{𝑈
⃗⃗} = {𝐹⃗ }, (see State Equation)
∶ [𝐾]{𝑈
∶ 0 < 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 1
14

σ𝑃𝑁 is a global measure of stress for the entire domain being optimized, (Deng et al., 2021) pnorm
is the aggregation factor used to define the normalized stress, and 𝜎̂𝑗 is the penalized stress term for
a given element. Note the usage of a single volume constraint like that used in the compliance
minimization problem (2.3). Figure 2.5 shows that a P-Norm stress minimization solution looks
very similar to the stress-constrained weight minimization solution in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.5 - “L-Bracket” P-Norm Stress Minimization (Deng et al., 2021)
The same stress concentration-reducing features exist. However, the stress measure in the
aggregate is sensitive to elemental stresses at the load application point. Care must be taken as to
what elements are included in the optimization routine. Several elements surrounding the load
application point are usually excluded.
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2.6 Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA)
The formulations discussed in previous sections require optimization techniques that can handle
non-linear behavior and multiple constraints. A popular and well-suited solution method for
structural optimization problems like compliance minimization, stress minimization, and weight
minimization is the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) (Svanberg, 1987).
At its core, MMA is a rooted in convex programming. Objective functions and constraints are
combined to form simpler convex sub-problems that may be solved using more trivial, gradientbased methods. As sub-problems are solved sequentially, the solution updates iteratively. Per the
original writings of Svanberg, the four steps (for iteration k) involved with basic MMA
implementation are as follows:
Step 0:

Choose an initial guess or starting point for the design vector 𝑥⃗ (0) , set k = 0.

Step I:

For a given 𝑥⃗ (𝑘), evaluate each inequality constraint 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ) and its gradient
∇𝑓𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ).

Step II:

Produce a convex sub-problem P(k) based on the evaluation of the objective
function 𝑓0 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ), its gradient ∇𝑓0 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ) and the terms calculated in Step I.

Step III:

Solve the sub-problem P(k) in terms of 𝑥⃗ (𝑘) and set k = k+1. Return to Step I or
terminate routine if a predefined convergence criteria has been met.

As the objective functions and constraints can be complex in nature, it is desirable to represent
them approximately via first order functions 𝑓̃𝑖

(𝑘)

that are convex. A version of the original MMA

(𝑘)
has been documented by Svanberg (Svanberg, 2007), with first order functions 𝑓̃𝑖 written in

terms of 𝑥⃗:
(𝑘)
𝑓̃𝑖 (𝑥⃗) = ∑𝑛𝑗=1 (

(𝑘)

𝑝𝑖𝑗
(𝑘)

𝑢𝑗 −𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

+

𝑞𝑖𝑗

(𝑘)

𝑥𝑗 −𝑙𝑗

) + 𝑟𝑖 (𝑘) , 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑚 and 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛
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(2.6)

with an updated set of bounds placed on each 𝑥𝑗 as follows
(𝑘)

α𝑗

(𝑘)

(2.7)

≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ β𝑗

where
(𝑘)
𝑝𝑖𝑗

(𝑘)
𝑞𝑖𝑗

=

(𝑘)
(𝑢𝑗

=

(𝑘)
(𝑥𝑗

−

𝜕𝑓
(𝑘) 2
𝑥𝑗 ) (1.001 (𝜕𝑥𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ))
𝑗

−

𝜕𝑓
(𝑘) 2
𝑙𝑗 ) (0.001 (𝜕𝑥𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ))
𝑗

(𝑘)

= 𝑚𝑎 𝑥 {𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑙𝑗

(𝑘)

= 𝑚𝑖 𝑛 {𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑢𝑗

𝛼𝑗
𝛽𝑗

(𝑘)

+ 0.1 (𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

− 0.1 (𝑢𝑗

+

−
𝜕𝑓
0.001 (𝜕𝑥 𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ))
𝑗

+

+

+

−

+

(𝑘)

𝜕𝑓
1.001 (𝜕𝑥 𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ))
𝑗

(𝑘)

− 𝑙𝑗 ) , 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

(𝑘)

− 𝑥𝑗 ) , 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

+

10−5

)

(2.8)

)

(2.9)

𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛

10−5
𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛

− 0.5(𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )}, (Dumas, 2018)

(𝑘)

+ 0.5(𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )}, (Dumas, 2018)

(2.10)
(2.11)

and
(𝑘)

𝑟𝑖

(𝑘)

= 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ) − ∑𝑛𝑗=1 (

𝑝𝑖𝑗
(𝑘)

(𝑘)

(𝑘) +

𝑢𝑗 −𝑥𝑗

𝑞𝑖𝑗
(𝑘)

(𝑘)

𝑥𝑗 −𝑙𝑗

).

(2.12)

The coefficients 0.001, 1.001, 0.50, and 10-5 are default values recommended by Svanberg
(Svanberg, 2007) as a good starting point. For this analysis, these coefficients are unchanged.
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+

The term
−

𝜕𝑓
(𝜕𝑥 𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ))
𝑗

𝜕𝑓𝑖
(𝑥⃗ (𝑘) )
𝜕𝑥𝑗

−

is the greater of

𝜕𝑓𝑖
(𝑥⃗ (𝑘) )
𝜕𝑥𝑗

and 0. Similarly,

𝜕𝑓
(𝜕𝑥𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ))
𝑗

is the greater of

and 0. A more in-depth description of other terms is as follows,

𝑥⃗ (𝑘): Current iterate solution vector (updated design vector)
(𝑘)

𝑥𝑗 : Current iterate solution jth term
𝜕𝑓𝑖
(𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ):
𝜕𝑥𝑗

Gradient of the ith constraint function and objective (i = 0), evaluated for the

current iterate solution vector 𝑥⃗ (𝑘)
𝑓𝑖 (𝑥⃗ (𝑘) ): ith constraint function and objective function (i = 0), evaluated for the current
iterate solution vector 𝑥⃗ (𝑘)
(𝑘)
𝑓̃𝑖 (𝑥⃗): Approximating function for the objective function (i = 0) and each constraint

function with respect to the design variable 𝑥⃗
(𝑘)

𝑢𝑗

(𝑘)

& 𝑙𝑗 : Upper and lower asymptotes (respectively) for a given iterate operating on the

jth term of the current iterate solution
(𝑘)

The upper and lower asymptotes 𝑢𝑗

(𝑘)

& 𝑙𝑗

for each iteration are allowed to move based on

specific rules and bounds. Several schemes exist for updating the upper and lower asymptotes.
Some of these schemes are heuristic in nature and require record-keeping of previous iterates. A
flexible updating scheme is used in this thesis and is documented in Svanberg’s more recent work
(Svanberg, 2007):
For k = 1 and k = 2,
(𝑘)

𝑢𝑗

(𝑘)

𝑙𝑗

(𝑘)

= 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

= 𝑥𝑗

+ 0.5(𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(2.13)

− 0.5(𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(2.14)
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For k ≥ 3
(𝑘)

𝑢𝑗

(𝑘)

𝑙𝑗

(𝑘)

𝛾𝑗

(𝑘)

= 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

= 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

+ 𝛾𝑗

(𝑘)

− 𝛾𝑗

(𝑘−1)

(𝑢𝑗

(𝑘−1)

(𝑥𝑗

(𝑘−1)

− 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘−1)

− 𝑙𝑗

(𝑘)

− 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

− 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

− 𝑥𝑗

0.7 𝑖𝑓

(𝑥𝑗

= 1.2 𝑖𝑓

(𝑥𝑗

{ 1.0 𝑖𝑓

(𝑥𝑗

(2.15)

)

(2.16)

)

(𝑘−1)

) (𝑥𝑗

(𝑘−1)

) (𝑥𝑗

(𝑘−1)

(𝑘−1)

− 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘−1)

− 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘−1)

− 𝑥𝑗

) (𝑥𝑗

(𝑘−2)

) < 0,

(𝑘−2)

) > 0,

(𝑘−2)

(2.17)

)=0

and checking to ensure the following four rules are met
(𝑘)

≤ 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

≥ 𝑥𝑗

𝑙𝑗
𝑙𝑗

(𝑘)

− 0.01(𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(2.18)

(𝑘)

− 10.0(𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(2.19)

(𝑘)

≥ 𝑥𝑗

(𝑘)

≤ 𝑥𝑗

𝑢𝑗
𝑢𝑗

(𝑘)

+ 0.01(𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(2.20)

(𝑘)

+ 10.0(𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(2.21)

(𝑘)

If any of the rules for 𝑢𝑗

(𝑘)

& 𝑙𝑗

(k ≥ 3) are broken, the respective asymptote is placed to the right

side of the inequality in (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21). Note, in (2.17) that the constants 0.50,
0.70, and 1.20 may be tuned to improve convergence. For the specific optimization approach used
in this thesis, the values that produce the best results are found to be 0.40, 0.99, and 1.00,
respectively. A single coefficient is tuned at a time until a marked improvement in convergence is
achieved, then the next coefficient is considered, and so forth. This is done in an iterative fashion
until the algorithm produces desirable and consistent results.
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Now that the set of inequality constraints and objective functions have been sufficiently
approximated using first order methods, the resulting set of subproblems need to be solved. Here
the dual method is employed per the original MMA text (Svanberg, 1987), and a similar notation
simplification is used where the iteration index k is suppressed. The subproblem 𝑃(𝑘) is re-written
as
𝑛

min ∑ (
𝑥

𝑗=1

𝑝0𝑗
𝑝0𝑗
+
) + 𝑟0
𝑈𝑗 − 𝑥𝑗 𝑥𝑗 − 𝐿𝑗

𝑠. 𝑡.: ∑𝑛𝑗=1 (𝑈

𝑝𝑖𝑗

𝑗 −𝑥𝑗

+𝑥

𝑝𝑖𝑗
𝑗 −𝐿𝑗

) ≤ 𝑏i , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚

(2.22)

∶ α𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 𝛽𝑗 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛
where
(2.23)

𝑝𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑞𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐿𝑗 < α𝑗 ≤ 𝛽𝑗 < 𝑈𝑗

As 𝑃(𝑘) is a convex and separable problem, the dual method may be employed (Svanberg, 1987),
with the Lagrangian defined as
(𝑘)
(𝑘)
(𝑥⃗)) = 𝑟0 − 𝑦⃗ 𝑇 𝑏⃗⃗ + ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑙𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦⃗)
𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓0 (𝑥⃗) + ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 (𝑦𝑖 𝑓𝑖

(2.24)

where
𝑙𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) =

⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑝⃗𝑗
𝑝0𝑗 +𝑦
𝑈𝑗 −𝑥𝑗

+

⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑞⃗⃗𝑗
𝑞0𝑗 +𝑦

(2.25)

𝑥𝑗 −𝐿𝑗

𝑇
𝑇
𝑏⃗⃗ = (𝑏1 , … , 𝑏𝑚 )𝑇 , 𝑝⃗𝑗 = (𝑝1𝑗 , … , 𝑝𝑚𝑗 ) , 𝑞⃗𝑗 = (𝑞1𝑗 , … , 𝑞𝑚𝑗 ) , 𝑦⃗ = (𝑦1 , … , 𝑏𝑚 )𝑇

(2.26)

and the derivative of 𝑙𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) with respect to the design variable 𝑥𝑗 (or 𝑥𝑗 (𝑦⃗)) is written
𝑙 ′𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) =

⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑝⃗𝑗
𝑝0𝑗 +𝑦
2

(𝑈𝑗 −𝑥𝑗 )

+

⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑞⃗⃗𝑗
𝑞0𝑗 +𝑦

(2.27)

2

(𝑥𝑗 −𝐿𝑗 )
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Here 𝑦⃗ represents the vector of Lagrange multipliers or dual problem variables. As 𝑙 ′𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) is
strictly increasing in 𝑥𝑗 , the following is also true
1. If 𝑙 ′𝑗 (𝛼𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) ≥ 0 then 𝑥𝑗 (𝑦⃗) = 𝛼𝑗
2. If 𝑙 ′𝑗 (𝛽𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) ≤ 0 then 𝑥𝑗 (𝑦⃗) = 𝛽𝑗
3. If 𝑙 ′𝑗 (𝛼𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) < 0 and 𝑙 ′𝑗 (𝛽𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) > 0 then 𝑥𝑗 (𝑦⃗) is the unique solution of 𝑙 ′𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦⃗) = 0
The unique solution is written explicitly as

𝑥𝑗 (𝑦⃗) =

1⁄
1⁄
⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑝⃗𝑗 ) 2 𝐿𝑗 +(𝑞0𝑗 +𝑦
⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑞⃗⃗𝑗 ) 2 𝑈𝑗
(𝑝0𝑗 +𝑦

(2.28)

1⁄
1⁄
⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑝⃗𝑗 ) 2 +(𝑞0𝑗 +𝑦
⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑞⃗⃗𝑗 ) 2
(𝑝0𝑗 +𝑦

⃗⃗, the dual objective function 𝑊(𝑦⃗) is written now as
And for 𝑦⃗ ≥ 0
𝑊(𝑦⃗) = 𝑟0 − 𝑦⃗ 𝑇 𝑏⃗⃗ + ∑𝑛𝑗=1 (

⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑝⃗𝑗
𝑝0𝑗 +𝑦

⃗⃗ 𝑇 𝑞⃗⃗𝑗
𝑞0𝑗 +𝑦

𝑈𝑗 −𝑥𝑗

⃗⃗)−𝐿𝑗
𝑥𝑗 (𝑦

+
(𝑦
⃗⃗)

)

(2.29)

and its derivative in terms of the dual variable 𝑦⃗ is simply
𝜕𝑊
𝜕𝑦𝑖

= −𝑏𝑖 + ∑𝑛𝑗=1 (

𝑝𝑖𝑗
⃗⃗)
𝑈𝑗 −𝑥𝑗 (𝑦

+

𝑞𝑖𝑗
⃗⃗)−𝐿𝑗
𝑥𝑗 (𝑦

(2.30)

)

̅ (𝑦⃗) = −𝑊(𝑦⃗) over the set of all 𝑦⃗ ≥ ⃗0⃗. That is, the minimization
The goal then is to minimize 𝑊
of −𝑊(𝑦⃗), when subject to the inequality constraint −𝑦⃗ ≤ 0, is the minimization of the
subproblem 𝑃(𝑘) . Additionally, because of the explicit relationship to 𝑦⃗ via (2.28), 𝑥𝑗 is the current
iterate solution for the primary objective function defined in (2.2) and (2.6).
It is stated by Svanberg (Svanberg, 1987) that simple gradient methods may be used to solve the
̅ (𝑦⃗). Examples of some gradient methods include the conjugate gradient method
minimization of 𝑊
and method of steepest descent (Bertsekas, 2016).
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2.7 Basic Descent Method of Moving Asymptotes (BDMMA)
In more recent years, Svanberg has updated the subproblem solution approach to involve inner and
outer loops, creating solutions that are more globally convergent. This globally convergent method
of moving asymptotes (GCMMA) approach has been coded in Matlab by Svanberg himself and is
widely regarded as the standard for multi-constraint structural optimization problems (Svanberg,
2007). The usage of the code is permitted only for academic purposes, and distribution is controlled
by Svanberg via signed waivers. That said, one of the primary goals of this thesis is to achieve
reasonable solutions via simpler methods than GCMMA. An approach is therefore developed
within this thesis called the Basic Descent Method of Moving Asymptotes (BDMMA). Along with
original MMA, this new simplified optimization approach includes the following features
1. Method of Steepest Descent (Bertsekas, 2016)
2. Barzilai-Borwein Step Size (Barzilai & Borwein, 1988)
3. Barrier Functions
4. Threshold Filtering
The method of steepest descent applied to the subproblem is a sequential set of solutions whose
values are dependent on previous iterates and the gradient of the function being minimized.
̅ (𝑦⃗𝑘 ),
𝑦⃗𝑘+1 = 𝑦⃗𝑘 − 𝑡𝑘 ∇𝑊
̅ (𝑦⃗𝑘 ) =
where ∇𝑊

̅
𝜕𝑊
𝜕𝑦𝑖

(2.31)

𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, 3, …

from (2.30) and 𝑡𝑘 > 0 is a step size determined using a two-point gradient

method (Barzilai & Borwein, 1988). The current step size is a function of previous iterates and is
defined as
𝑡𝑘 =

⃗⃗ 𝑇 ∙∆𝑔⃗⃗
∆𝑦
∆𝑔⃗⃗𝑇 ∙∆𝑔⃗⃗

(2.32)

∆𝑦⃗ = 𝑦⃗𝑘 − 𝑦⃗𝑘−1

(2.33)

∆𝑔⃗ = 𝑔⃗𝑘 − 𝑔⃗𝑘−1

(2.34)

̅ (𝑦⃗𝑘 )
𝑔⃗𝑘 = ∇𝑊

(2.35)
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̅ (𝑦⃗) is modified to
To deal with the non-negativity constraint on 𝑦⃗𝑘 , the objection function 𝑊
include a logarithm barrier term (Bertsekas, 2016). The new objective function to minimize is
written as
̿ (𝑦⃗) = 𝑊
̅ (𝑦⃗) − 𝜀 ln(𝑦⃗)
𝑊

(2.36)

̅ (𝑦⃗) is
where 𝜀 is a non-zero multiplier that applies “weight” to the logarithmic term. Essentially, 𝑊
⃗⃗ from the right. Moreover, as 𝜀 → 0, 𝑊
̿ (𝑦⃗) → 𝑊
̅ (𝑦⃗). 𝜀 = 0.01 is found to
penalized as 𝑦⃗ nears 0
work well for the purpose of this study and is held constant across all formulations. There is no
upper bound placed on 𝑦⃗. However, should 𝑦⃗ every dip below zero (step size is such that 𝑦⃗ = 0 is
skipped and not evaluated), a simple projection is used to force 𝑦⃗ back to a sufficiently small 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛 .
̿ (𝑦⃗). When the norm of the
A simple convergence criterion is assigned to the minimization of 𝑊
̿ (𝑦⃗𝑘 )‖ is sufficiently small, the solution 𝑦⃗𝑘 is back substituted into (2.28) to get 𝑥⃗.
gradient ‖∇𝑊
The solution 𝑥⃗ is tied to element densities that make up the total design domain. When visualized,
it is possible for the solution to contain checkerboard patterns (Bendsøe & Sigmund, 2004). These
checkerboard patterns have calculable stiffness from a finite element analysis standpoint and
represent regions of intermediate density. The result is an alternating of full density and zero
density elements in a staggered two-dimensional pattern. These types of structures are flimsy and
are not manufacturable. It is therefore necessary to eliminate this behavior altogether as shown in
Figure 2.6. A checkerboard suppression method is applied to the current iterate solution (Sigmund,
2001). That is, the solution 𝑥𝑗 for a given element is adjusted locally based on the solution of other
elements that fall within a specified radius of influence. Mathematically, this is defined as follows
𝑁𝑗

𝑥̅𝑗 =

∑𝑚=1(𝐻𝑒𝑚 𝑥𝑗 )

(2.37)

𝑁

𝑒 (𝐻
∑𝑚=1
𝑒𝑚 )

where 𝑁𝑒 is the number of elements whose centroids fall within a radius 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 of the jth element
centroid and 𝐻𝑒𝑚 is a weight factor, 𝐻𝑒𝑚 = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑚, 𝑗). The shaded regions in Figure 2.6
represent intermediate densities obtained via Solid Isotropic Material Penalization (SIMP)
(Bendsøe & Sigmund, 2004).
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Figure 2.6 - Checkerboard Suppression & Penalization (Sigmund, 2001)
The possibility for locally convergent solutions of 𝑥⃗ exists. Therefore, an outer loop filter is applied
to “force” convergence for the overall optimization problem. This is done using a modified
Heaviside filtering technique (Qie et al., 2019). Here it is called a Threshold Filter, and is written as
𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑓 𝑥̅𝑗 > 𝑥 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑥̿𝑗 = {
𝑥̅𝑗
𝑖𝑓 𝑥̅𝑗 ≤ 𝑥 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑

(2.38)

Setting 𝑥 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 0.70 yields excellent results, exhibiting convergent behavior after minimal
iterations and from different initial guesses. This type of filtering also serves as a type of upper
bound control in the form of simple projection.
A flow chart is presented in Figure 2.7 to better illustrate the steps of the optimization routine used
in this thesis. Regardless of what formulation is used, the basic optimization steps remain the same.
Only the objective function, constraints, and sensitivities require updating.
The primal solution converges when the root sum of the squared differences between the current
iteration and the previous iteration ‖𝑥̿ (𝑘) − 𝑥̿ (𝑘−1) ‖ is less than a predefined value (1x10-6 for this
analysis). That is, when the “closeness” between two consecutive solutions is sufficiently small, the
algorithm terminates and reports the kth solution.
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Figure 2.7 - Structural Optimization Flow Chart
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2.8 Benchmark Comparison & Robustness
To establish a benchmark via similarity, the BDMMA solution is compared to another MMA-based
solution. The compliance minimization problem (2.3) for the classic L-Bracket is chosen. The
topology is compared between BDMMA and the work by Conlan-Smith & James (2019) in Figure
2.8. A volume fraction of 0.30 is used for both solutions. While both solutions converge at a
volume fraction of approximately 0.30, the primary members of the BDMMA solution are far
thinner than those found in the regular MMA solution. This suggests that the regular MMA
solution contains primary load members whose values of 𝑥⃗ are less than 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Because BDMMA
forces solutions to contain 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 , primary load members are allowed to be thinner. The most
important similarity between the two models is the orientation and placement of primary load
members. In simple terms, the “peaks” of the topology representing thicker material occur in the
same locations.

Figure 2.8 - MMA (Conlan-Smith & James, 2019) (Left), BDMMA (Right)
All volume-constrained optimization problems in this thesis set the initial guess equal to the
volume fraction itself. That is, the initial guess, 𝑥⃗ (𝑘) 0 = 𝑓. However, a robust optimization routine
will show convergence from other, significantly different initial guesses. The compliance
minimization problem is again chosen for this exercise, but with different initial guesses. Shown in
Figure 2.9 are six different initial guesses all with the same volume constraint (0.40). All solutions
are shown to converge at or slightly before 64 iterations; at which point the objective function 𝑐(𝑥⃗)
is evaluated and shown to the right in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 - BDMMA Robustness Demonstration
From Figure 2.9, initial guesses that are of the form 𝑥⃗ (𝑘) 0 = 𝑟, where 1.10𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 0.90𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
consistently produce more desirable solutions. Almost all initial guesses tend to converge to a
principal solution that consists of the bare minimum number of truss members. As is the nature of
gradient methods, the Capture Theorem (Bertsekas, 2016) is clearly demonstrated by the trends in
Figure 2.9. Despite different starting points, there exists a minimum that attracts all solutions when
a certain closeness is reached. A “cloud” of solutions exists that resembles a basic truss-like
structure. While there are slight differences between solutions, all are acceptable for engineering
applications.
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3 Pi-Bonded Structure
3.1 Structure Selection
When it comes to selecting a piece of geometry to optimize, the following must be addressed: (1)
size of structural component or assembly, and (2) modes of internal loading that are produced for a
given geometry, applied loading, and constraint.
As optimization is the core theme of interest, the size and complexity of the geometry needs to be
kept rather small and simple with at least one joint or load-splicing feature. The structure should
contain minimal joining features and simple acreage build-up. For this reason, a “Detail” is
selected. See Figure 3.1 for an illustration of the hierarchy of building block testing. Details are
usually subjected to simple loading and have joining features somewhere between the load
application point and reaction structure.

Figure 3.1 - Building Block (Details) (Advisory Circular 20-107B, 2009)
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3.2 Geometry
Much consideration has been given to the selection of an appropriate structural detail to
demonstrate the capability of BDMMA. The geometry must be simple enough to produce intuitive
results when optimized for strength or stiffness. Additionally, the structure should contain features
that exercise acreage material and joint material equally when subjected to simple in-plane loading.
The selected geometry is shown in Figure 3.2:

Figure 3.2 - Slotted Panel with Stiffener
The target geometry is a slotted panel containing a back-to-back Pi preform joint across the
opening. The slot shown in Figure 3.3 is long and wide enough to accommodate the depth and
width of the back-to-back joint, respectively.
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Figure 3.3 - Panel Design Details
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3.3 Proportions, Loading, Symmetry, & Boundary Conditions
The panel is subjected to equal and opposite uniform axial running loads, Nxx, on the short edges as
shown in Figure 3.4 (Bottom). Geometric proportions are fixed per Figure 3.4 (Top) and reference
the width of the stiffener (w) shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.4 - Panel Proportions (Top), Panel Loads (Bottom)
Panel internal stresses may be scaled linearly by varying the laminate and far field in-plane
loading. Pi joint strength remains the same regardless of laminate thickness or panel dimension.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that there is no change in x-direction stiffness throughout
the panel. Capturing the differences in x-direction stiffness between continuous laminate and backto-back Pi is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Inspection of the geometry reveals three mutually orthogonal planes of symmetry: xy-plane, xzplane, and yz-plane. The problem can therefore be greatly simplified by only considering the upper
right quadrant of the panel shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 - Panel Symmetry
The boundary conditions required to match the original applied loading and midspan internal forces
are shown below in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 - Panel Symmetric Boundary Conditions
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3.4 Reduced Design Domain
Localized loading of the design domain can cause stress singularities. High stresses near load
application points are problematic for stress-based or stress-constrained formulations (Holmberg et
al., 2013). A region surrounding the applied loads is therefore removed from the initial design
domain as shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 - Panel Reduced Design Domain

3.5 Materials & Mechanical Properties
The panel acreage and stiffener laminates are constructed from CYCOM® 5320-1 T650-35 3K
8HS Fabric 36% RW (CYCOM, 2015). This lamina material is selected because it is a popular
choice for core-stiffened and solid laminate egg-crate construction (keels, frames, spars). It drapes
well over bag side core and provides substantial thickness build-up in areas where ply count needs
to be minimized. Additional benefits from choosing this fabric material are provided in later
sections. Assuming room temperature conditions and a cured ply thickness of 0.0145 inches, basic
mechanical properties are shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 - CYCOM® 5320-1 T650-35 3K 8HS Fabric 36% RW (CYCOM, 2015)

All topology optimization schemes used and referenced in this thesis utilize some form of material
penalization. That is, intermediate densities of material are allowed to exist to suppress sudden
density transitions and create smoother, more uniform topology. This is accomplished through the
usage of Solid Isotropic Material Penalization (SIMP) (Bendsøe & Sigmund, 2004). For the sake of
consistency and to avoid anisotropic stiffness behavior in the solution topology, all laminates
considered for the target geometry need to be quasi-isotropic. The laminate definitions for the
acreage panel and the mid-span stiffener are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 - Acreage and Stiffener Quasi-Isotropic Laminate Definition
Pi clevis-to-acreage and Pi base-to-stiffener bonds are achieved using FM® 300-2k film adhesive
(Cytec, 2011) as shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 - Pi Clevis & Base Bond Line
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Room temperature mechanical properties for the film adhesive are reported in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 - FM 300-2K Mechanical Properties (Cytec, 2011)

It is assumed that the Pi preform will exhibit isotropic stiffness behavior when attached to
surrounding laminates. Some approximate (Sebastian et al., 2017) isotropic mechanical properties
are show in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 - Pi Preform Approximate Mechanical Properties (Sebastian et al., 2017)

Basic dimensions for a nominal Pi preform are presented in Figure 3.10. It is assumed that the base
and clevis portions of the Pi taper to the same thickness as the underlying adhesive.

Figure 3.10 - Pi Preform Nominal Dimensions (inches) (Sebastian et al., 2017)
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3.6 Acreage Lamina and Joint Allowables
A special aggregate failure index is used in the analysis of the acreage laminate. It relies on the
Tsai-Wu failure criterion (Tsai & Wu, 1971). More detail on this approach will be provided in later
sections. Tensile, compressive, and shear allowable stresses for CYCOM® 5320-1 T650-35 3K
8HS Fabric are summarized below in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 - CYCOM® 5320-1 T650-35 3K 8HS Allowable Stresses (CYCOM, 2015)

There are three directions of loading that characterize the aggregate joint capability of the back-toback Pi preform joint: Shear, Axial, and Pull-Off. Note, the allowable running loads are generated
analytically and are therefore considered to be deterministic. It is assumed that the Pi joint material
make-up is like that of the acreage laminate. To that end, the shear allowable running load Nxy, allow
Pi

for the joint may be calculated assuming a nominal clevis leg thickness and the in-plane

allowable shear stress of the acreage lamina. Figure 3.11 illustrates the procedure for calculating
Nxy, allow Pi.
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Figure 3.11 - Pi Preform Allowable Shear Running Load
It is assumed that the Pi joint axial strength in the y-direction is equivalent to the point at which the
aggregate Tsai-Wu failure index for the acreage laminate reaches 1.00 when loaded purely in one
direction. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.12. Again, later sections will define the aggregate TsaiWu failure index method.

Figure 3.12 - Pi Preform Allowable Axial Running Load
The weakest and most critical mode of failure for a back-to-back Pi preform joint is Pull-Off. This
mode of loading stresses the adhesive bond line in its weakest direction, flatwise tension. Nxx, allow Pi
running loading is determined using a standalone 2D plane strain model shown in Figure 3.13.
Femap finite element modeling software (Femap, 2020) is used to perform the analysis of this
model.
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Figure 3.13 - Pi Preform 2D Plane Strain Back-to-Back Model
Using a single row of first order quadrilateral elements (CQUAD4) to model the adhesive layers is
somewhat crude and makes the finite element solution susceptible to shear locking (Reddy 2006).
Higher order elements and increased resolution through the thickness of the bond (three or more
element rows) may be used to remedy the effects of shear locking. However, as the allowable is
deterministic, simplicity is prioritized over accuracy. Future work may address shear locking
effects in more detail.
The state of stress in the adhesive is of greatest interest. Elements representing the adhesive bond
line are surveyed for centroidal tensile and shear stress, 𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝑥𝑦 , respectively. Ratios of tensile
and shear stresses are calculated with respect to FM 300-2K flatwise tensile and lap shear strength
from Table 3.2, respectively. These stress ratios are interacted quadratically (Martins da Silva,
2008) to produce a single combined stress ratio
𝜎

2

𝜎

2

𝑥𝑥
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 = √(𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
) + (𝐿𝑎𝑝 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑥𝑦𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
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(3.1)

Applied Nxx loading is factored to achieve a combined stress ratio of 1.00 at the most critical
element. This is the allowable back-to-back Pi preform joint running load Nxx, allow Pi pictured in
Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14 - Pi Preform Allowable Back-to-Back Running Load
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3.7 Finite Element Model & MAPDL
The quarter model of the panel is analyzed and optimized using Mechanical APDL (Ansys
Parametric Design Language) (ANSYS Mechanical APDL, 2022). Discretization of the quarter
model is shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15 - Panel Quarter Model MAPDL Model
4-node quadrilateral plane stress elements (PLANE182) are used to model the panel and stiffener.
An element size of 0.02 units is chosen. This element size allows for quick finite element solutions
while also providing enough resolution for the resulting topology. The model is scaled down to a
unit height and unit element thickness. Applied loads are also scaled according to the
recommendations of Svanberg in GCMMA (Svanberg, 2007).
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Shown in Figure 3.16 is a group of elements explicitly defined to represent the back-to-back Pi
joint. More elements may be chosen to represent the Pi joint to help reduce singularities. However,
because enough design space exists around the Pi region, these singularities are typically reduced
as part of the stress or weight minimization solution. Therefore, a minimum of one vertical row of
elements is selected. An additional element is chosen beyond the stiffener termination to address
any y-direction loading resulting from the panel Poisson effect and the axially rigid stiffener.

Figure 3.16 - Joint Elements Identified
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The elements not included in the optimization design space are identified as “Non-Design” in
Figure 3.17. These invariable spaces help to reduce singularities associated with load application
points.

Figure 3.17 - Non-Design Elements Identified
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4 Stress-Based Optimization of Pi-Bonded Composite
Panel
4.1 Problem Formulation
The stress-based formulation from (2.5) can be modified slightly to include a normalization of the
stresses with respect to some nominal or allowable stress, 𝜎̅ (Holmberg et al., 2013). A p-norm of
the stress ratios is now the objective to be minimized and is written as

𝑁

𝜎̂𝑗
min 𝑅𝑃𝑁 = (∑ ( )
𝑥⃗
𝜎̅
𝑗=1

𝑠. 𝑡.:

𝑉(𝑥⃗)
𝑉0

1
𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

)

1
𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑁
𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

= (∑(𝑅𝑗 )

)

𝑗=1

(4.1)

≤𝑓

⃗⃗} = [𝐾(x⃗⃗)]{𝑈
⃗⃗} = {𝐹⃗ }, (see State Equation)
∶ [𝐾]{𝑈
∶ 0 < 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 1
The stress ratio 𝑅𝑗 becomes a function of the local elemental stress and an allowable stress, 𝜎̅.
Taking this one step further, 𝑅𝑗 is a measure of “closeness” to the allowable stress. Expressions for
𝑅𝑗 can therefore be tailored to a given stress criterion. Usually – for simplicity – the von-Mises
stress calculated at the centroid of each element is ratioed to the yield stress of the material being
analyzed. This is acceptable for structure built up using monolithic, isotropic materials. However,
for structure that utilizes laminated composites and Pi bonds, a more unique expression for 𝑅𝑗 is
required.
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First, the objective function is redefined in terms of stress ratios for the laminated composite
acreage as well as the back-to-back Pi joint:
1
𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑛
𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

min 𝑅𝑃𝑁 = (∑(𝑅𝑗 )
𝑥⃗

𝑉(𝑥⃗)
𝑉0

1
𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

)

= ( ∑ (𝑅𝑗

𝑗=1

𝑠. 𝑡.:

𝑛𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

)

𝑗=1

+

𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

∑ (𝑅𝑖

)

)

𝑖=1

(4.2)

≤ 𝑓,

⃗⃗} = [𝐾(x⃗⃗)]{𝑈
⃗⃗} = {𝐹⃗ }, (see State Equation)
∶ [𝐾]{𝑈
∶ 0 < 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 1
where 𝑛𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 and 𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 are the number of Pi joint and acreage elements, respectively. The
normalizing exponent 𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 is set to 8.00 for this analysis.

4.2 Laminate Aggregate Tsai-Wu Stress Ratio
The Tsai-Wu criterion (Tsai & Wu, 1971) is a simple and therefore popular choice for determining
whether a lamina within a laminate has failed. For a 2D state of stress present within a lamina, the
Tsai-Wu criterion states that failure occurs when the following inequality is violated
𝑓1 𝜎1 + 𝑓2 𝜎2 + 𝑓11 𝜎1 2 + 𝑓22 𝜎2 2 + 𝑓66 𝜏6 2 + 2𝑓12 𝜎1 𝜎2 ≤ 1

(4.3)

where:
𝜎1 = Lamina axial stress in the 1-direction (warp)
𝜎2 = Lamina axial stress in the 2-direction (weft)
𝜏6 = Lamina in-plane shear stress in 12-direction
𝑓1 =

1
𝐹1𝑡

−

1
,
𝐹1𝑐

𝑓11 =

1
𝐹1𝑡 𝐹1𝑐

(4.4)
(4.5)

1

1

1

2𝑡

2𝑐

2𝑡 𝐹2𝑐

𝑓2 = 𝐹 − 𝐹 , 𝑓22 = 𝐹
1

1

6

2√𝑓11 𝑓22

𝑓66 = 𝐹 2 , 𝑓12 ≅ −

(4.6)
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See Table 3.4 for values of 𝐹1𝑡 , 𝐹1𝑐 , 𝐹2𝑡 , 𝐹2𝑐 , and 𝐹6 . It is possible to determine a stress ratio from
(4.3) (Kaw, 2006) (Daniel & Ishai, 2006). Rewriting the criterion with a proportionality constant 𝛼
and setting to zero gives the following
𝛼𝑓1 𝜎1 + 𝛼𝑓2 𝜎2 + 𝛼 2 𝑓11 𝜎1 2 + 𝛼 2 𝑓22 𝜎2 2 + 𝛼 2 𝑓66 𝜏6 2 + 2𝑓12 (𝛼𝜎1 )(𝛼𝜎2 ) − 1 = 0

(4.7)

A quadratic formula may be gleaned from (4.7) in terms of 𝛼
𝐴𝛼 2 + 𝐵𝛼 + 𝐶 = 0, 𝛼 =

−𝐵±√𝐵2 −4𝐴𝐶
2𝐴

(4.8)

𝐴 = 𝑓11 𝜎1 2 + 𝑓22 𝜎2 2 + 2𝑓12 𝜎1 𝜎2 + 𝑓66 𝜏6 2 , 𝐵 = 𝑓1 𝜎1 + 𝑓2 𝜎2 , 𝐶 = −1

(4.9)

Only the positive root of the quadratic is desired as the negative root relates to reversed loading.
Loading is assumed to be non-reversable for this analysis. In the spirit of conservatism and to
further simplify the quadratic equation, it is assumed that CYCOM® 5320-1 T650-35 3K 8HS
tensile allowables stresses are equal to the lowest compressive value of either the warp or weft
direction. Table 4.1 shows the new 𝐹1𝑡 , 𝐹1𝑐 , 𝐹2𝑡 , 𝐹2𝑐 , and 𝐹6 allowable stresses.
Table 4.1 - CYCOM® 5320-1 T650-35 3K 8HS Lamina (Adjusted) Allowable Stresses

With 𝐹1𝑡 = 𝐹1𝑐 = 𝐹2𝑡 = 𝐹2𝑐 = 𝐹0 and 𝐵 = 0, the positive root of the quadratic reduces to
𝛼=

√4𝐴
2𝐴

=

1
√𝐴

(4.10)
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The proportionality factor is equivalent to the inverse of the stress ratio and can then be written
purely in terms of 𝜎1 , 𝜎2 , and 𝜏6 :
1

𝜎

2

𝜎

2

𝑅 = 𝛼 = √𝐴 = √( 𝐹1 ) + ( 𝐹2 ) −
0

0

𝜎1 𝜎2
𝐹0 2

𝜏

2

+ (𝐹6 )

(4.11)

6

The stress ratio from (4.11) is calculated for a single lamina. A laminate consists of multiple
laminae and the optimization routine requires a single stress ratio for the entire stack-up. Therefore,
an element aggregate stress ratio is necessary. Note that this only applies to the acreage elements of
the panel being optimized. Pi joint stress ratios are unique and will be defined in more detail later.
Classical laminate theory (Kaw, 2006) is used to derive the macromechanical stresses within each
lamina. A laminate subjected to general in-plane running forces and moments with ply order and
sign convention is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 - Classical Laminate Theory Loads & Sign Convention
The general formula for characterizing the mid-plane strains and curvature of a laminate when
subjected to in-plane running forces and moments is presented in matrix-vector form in (4.12)
(Kaw, 2006).
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𝐴𝑥𝑥 𝐴𝑥𝑦 𝐴𝑥𝑠 𝐵𝑥𝑥 𝐵𝑥𝑦 𝐵𝑥𝑠 𝜀 0
𝑁𝑥𝑥
𝑥
𝑁𝑦𝑦
𝐴𝑦𝑥 𝐴𝑦𝑦 𝐴𝑦𝑠 𝐵𝑦𝑥 𝐵𝑦𝑦 𝐵𝑦𝑠 𝜀 0
𝑦
𝑁𝑥𝑦
𝐴𝑠𝑥 𝐴𝑠𝑦 𝐴𝑠𝑠 𝐵𝑠𝑥 𝐵𝑠𝑦 𝐵𝑠𝑠
𝛾𝑠0
=
𝑀𝑥𝑥
𝐵𝑥𝑥 𝐵𝑥𝑦 𝐵𝑥𝑠 𝐷𝑥𝑥 𝐷𝑥𝑦 𝐷𝑥𝑠 𝜅𝑥
𝑀𝑦𝑦
𝐵𝑦𝑥 𝐵𝑦𝑦 𝐵𝑦𝑠 𝐷𝑦𝑥 𝐷𝑦𝑦 𝐷𝑦𝑠 𝜅𝑦
[𝑀𝑥𝑦 ] [ 𝐵𝑠𝑥 𝐵𝑠𝑦 𝐵𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝑠𝑥 𝐷𝑠𝑦 𝐷𝑠𝑠 ] [ 𝜅𝑠 ]

(4.12)

Where [𝐴] is the extensional stiffness matrix defining the relationship between in-plane loads (𝑁𝑥𝑥 ,
𝑁𝑦𝑦 , and 𝑁𝑥𝑦 ) and in-plane strains, [𝐵] is the coupling stiffness matrix defining the relationship of
in-plane loads to curvature and moments to in-plane strains, and [𝐷] is the bending-flexure
stiffness matrix defining the relationship between moments and curvature. As the acreage of the
composite panel consists of a quasi-isotropic laminate and loading is purely in-plane, the following
simplification is realized
𝐴𝑥𝑥
𝑁𝑥𝑥
𝐴𝑦𝑥
𝑁𝑦𝑦
𝐴𝑠𝑥
𝑁𝑥𝑦
=
0
0
0
0
[ 0 ] [ 0

𝐴𝑥𝑦
𝐴𝑦𝑦
𝐴𝑠𝑦

𝐴𝑥𝑥
𝑁𝑥𝑥
[𝑁𝑦𝑦 ] = [𝐴𝑦𝑥
𝑁𝑥𝑦
𝐴𝑠𝑥

𝐴𝑥𝑦
𝐴𝑦𝑦
𝐴𝑠𝑦

𝑎𝑥𝑥
𝜀𝑥
𝑎
𝜀
[ 𝑦 ] = [ 𝑦𝑥
𝑎𝑠𝑥
𝛾𝑠

𝐴𝑥𝑠
𝐴𝑦𝑠
𝐴𝑠𝑠

0
0
0

𝑎𝑥𝑦
𝑎𝑦𝑦
𝑎𝑠𝑦

0
0
0

0
0
0
𝐷𝑥𝑥
𝐷𝑦𝑥
𝐷𝑠𝑥

0
0
0
𝐷𝑥𝑦
𝐷𝑦𝑦
𝐷𝑠𝑦

0
𝜀𝑥0
0
𝜀𝑦0
0
𝛾𝑠0
𝐷𝑥𝑠 𝜅𝑥
𝐷𝑦𝑠 𝜅𝑦
𝐷𝑠𝑠 ] [ 𝜅𝑠 ]

𝐴𝑥𝑠 𝜀𝑥0
𝐴𝑦𝑠 ] [ 𝜀𝑦0 ]
𝐴𝑠𝑠 𝛾𝑠0

(4.13)

(4.14)

𝑎𝑥𝑠 𝑁𝑥𝑥
𝑎𝑦𝑠 ] [𝑁𝑦𝑦 ]
𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑁𝑥𝑦

(4.15)

where [𝑎] is the inverse of [𝐴]. Note in (4.15) the removal of the zero superscript on the strains,
referring to the mid-plane strains of the laminate. The mid-plane strains for in-plane loading are
constant through the thickness of the laminate. Therefore, the strains for each lamina in its
respective local warp and weft directions are determined via simple transformation. Additionally,
the local lamina stresses (1-2 local lamina axes) may be calculated explicitly using the stress-strain
matrix [𝑄]
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𝜎1
𝑄11
𝜎
[ 2 ] = [𝑄21
𝜏12
0
𝜎1
𝑃11
[ 𝜎2 ] = ℎ [𝑃21
𝜏12
𝑃32

𝑄12
𝑄22
0
𝑃12
𝑃22
𝑃32

𝑎𝑥𝑥
0
−1
𝑎
0 ] [𝑅𝑇𝑅 ] [ 𝑦𝑥
𝑎𝑠𝑥
𝑄66

𝑎𝑥𝑠 ℎ𝜎𝑥
𝑎𝑦𝑠 ] [ ℎ𝜎𝑦 ]
𝑎𝑠𝑠 ℎ𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝑎𝑥𝑦
𝑎𝑦𝑦
𝑎𝑠𝑦

(4.16)

𝑃13 𝜎𝑥
𝑃21 ] [ 𝜎𝑦 ]
𝑃33 𝜏𝑥𝑦

(4.17)

where h is the thickness of the laminate and [𝑅𝑇𝑅 −1 ] is the Reuter’s matrix (Kaw, 2006) multiplied
by the lamina transformation in Figure 4.2 and then by the inverse of Reuter’s matrix

[𝑅𝑇𝑅 −1 ]

1
= [0
0

0 0
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃
1 0] [ 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
0 2 −𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

1
2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
−2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ] [0
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 0

Figure 4.2 - Lamina Orientation
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0
0
1
0 ]
0 1⁄2

(4.18)

The matrix [𝑃] defined in (4.17) is used in conjunction with global element stress ratios 𝑅𝑥 , 𝑅𝑦 ,
and 𝑅𝑥𝑦 to define lamina stress ratio expressions used in the original Tsai-Wu stress ratio formula
(4.11).

𝜏12 = 𝜏6

𝜎1
𝐹0

= ℎ[𝑃11

𝑅𝑥 =

𝑃12

𝜎𝑥

𝑅𝑦 =

𝐹0

𝑅𝑥
𝑅𝑦

𝜎𝑦
𝐹0

𝑅𝑥𝑦 =

𝜏𝑥𝑦
𝐹6

(4.19)

]

(4.20)

𝑃23 ] [
]
𝐹
(𝐹6 ) 𝑅𝑥𝑦

(4.21)

𝑃13 ] [

𝐹

(𝐹6 ) 𝑅𝑥𝑦
0

𝜎2
𝐹0

= ℎ[𝑃21

𝑃22

𝑅𝑥
𝑅𝑦

0

𝐹

𝜏6
𝐹6

(𝐹0 ) 𝑅𝑥
6

= ℎ[𝑃31

𝑃32

(4.22)

𝑃33 ] (𝐹0 ) 𝑅
𝑦
𝐹
6

[ 𝑅𝑥𝑦 ]
The Tsai-Wu stress ratio defined in (4.11) has been rewritten completely in terms of global stress
ratios 𝑅𝑥,𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 , 𝑅𝑦,𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 , and 𝑅𝑥𝑦,𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 for a lamina oriented at an angle 𝜃.
For a quasi-isotropic laminate made up of fabric lamina (E1 ≈ E2), good design practice dictates that
-45° and 90° orientations be carefully placed during the manufacturing step. This prevents laminate
warping and spring back following the cure cycle. However, to simplify the analysis and modeling
procedure, analysts will typically set E1 = E2. Then only the 0° and 45° orientations are modeled
and analyzed (assuming pure in-plane loading) as their stress ratios and moduli will be equal to the
-45° and 90° orientations. This is only appropriate for fabric lamina like the ones used to build the
composite panel being optimized. A stress ratio is calculated for all the 0° and 45° orientations in
the laminate and interacted quadratically to produce a single acreage element stress ratio, 𝑅 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 .
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2
𝜎1 0°
)
𝐹0

𝑅0° = √(

2
𝜎2 0°
)
𝐹0

+(

2
𝜎1 45°
)
𝐹0

𝑅45° = √(

−

𝜎1 0° 𝜎2 0°
𝐹0 2

2
𝜎2 45°
)
𝐹0

+(

−

2
𝜏6 0°
)
𝐹6

(4.23)

+(

𝜎1 45° 𝜎2 45°
𝐹0 2

𝑅 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 = √(𝑅0° )2 + (𝑅45° )2 = ((

2
𝜏6 45°
)
𝐹6

(4.24)

+(

𝑃45°
31 𝑅𝑥 𝐹0
𝐹6

−

𝑃45°
31 𝑅𝑦 𝐹0
𝐹6

2
0°
0°
0°
) − (𝑃0°
11 𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃12 𝑅𝑦 ) (𝑃12 𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11 𝑅𝑦 ) −
1/2

𝛽2 𝛽1 +

2
𝑃0°
33

2

𝑅𝑥𝑦 +

(𝑃0°
11

𝑅𝑥 +

𝑃0°
12

2

𝑅𝑦 ) +

(𝑃0°
12

𝑅𝑥 +

𝑃0°
11

2

2

2

𝑅𝑦 ) + 𝛽2 + 𝛽1 )

(4.25)

where
45°
45°
𝛽1 = 𝑃11
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11
𝑅𝑦 −

45°
45°
𝛽2 = 𝑃11
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11
𝑅𝑦 +

45° 𝑅
𝑃13
𝑥𝑦 𝐹6

(4.26)

𝐹0
45° 𝑅
𝑃13
𝑥𝑦 𝐹6

(4.27)

𝐹0

It is worth noting that an aggregate Tsai-Wu stress ratio may also be written for laminates made up
of unidirectional materials. The same assumptions for tensile and compression allowables in the
warp and weft direction are made, except the 1-direction and 2-direction have very different
allowable stresses. That said, the acreage element stress ratio could be written as
𝑅 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒,𝑢𝑛𝑖 = √𝑅0° 2 + 𝑅90° 2 + 𝑅45° 2 + 𝑅−45° 2

(4.28)

However, (4.28) is rather cumbersome – albeit not impossible – to differentiate for sensitivity
analyses. For the sake of brevity, attention is focused on fabric lamina only.
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4.3 Pi Joint Stress Ratio
The elements representing the back-to-back Pi joint are subjected to three primary stresses, σxx, σyy,
and σxy. Stresses are multiplied by element thickness to get running loads (Nxx, Nyy, and Nxy).

Figure 4.3 - Pi Joint Running Loads
Pi joint running loads are ratioed to their respective allowable running loads and interacted
quadratically to produce a single joint element stress ratio.

𝑅 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = √(

𝑁𝑥𝑥
𝑁𝑥𝑥,𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑃𝑖

2

) +(

𝑁𝑦𝑦
𝑁𝑦𝑦,𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑃𝑖

2

) +(

𝑁𝑥𝑦
𝑁𝑥𝑦,𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑃𝑖
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2

2

2

) = √(𝑅𝑥 )2 + (𝑅𝑦 ) + (𝑅𝑥𝑦 )

(4.29)

4.4 Sensitivities
BDMMA requires some information about the gradient of the objective function. The algorithm
relies on stress sensitivities of the acreage laminate elements and Pi joint elements, for a total of n
elements. It is possible to calculate the stress sensitivities analytically with minimal numerical
error. Compared to the finite-difference method (Holmberg et al., 2013), the analytical method is
far less “expensive” and is relatively easy to implement. The derivative of the normalized stress
ratio objective function (4.2) with respect to the jth design variable 𝑥𝑗 is defined (Holmberg et al.,
2013) (Deng et al., 2021) as
𝑇
𝑇
⃗⃗
𝜕𝑅𝑃𝑁
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖
𝜕𝜂(𝑥𝑖 )
𝜕𝑅𝑃𝑁
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖
𝜕𝑅
⃗⃗
[(
)
𝑅
]
+
[(
)
𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) 𝜕𝑥 𝑖 ])
𝑖
̂
̂
̂
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑅
⃗⃗
⃗⃗
𝜕𝑅𝑖
𝜕𝑅𝑖
𝑗
𝑖
𝑗

𝜕𝑅𝑃𝑁
𝜕𝑥𝑗

= ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (

𝜕𝑅𝑃𝑁
𝜕𝑥𝑗

= 𝑇1 + 𝑇2

(4.30)

(4.31)

where
𝑇1 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (

𝑇
𝜕𝑅𝑃𝑁
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖
𝜕𝜂(𝑥𝑖 )
[(
)
𝑅⃗⃗𝑖 ])
̂
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
⃗⃗
𝜕𝑅𝑖

𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑇2 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (

𝑇
𝜕𝑅𝑃𝑁
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖
[(
)
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖
⃗⃗̂𝑖
𝜕𝑅

𝜂(𝑥𝑖 )

⃗⃗𝑖
𝜕𝑅
])
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(4.32)

Stress ratios are “relaxed” via a design variable multiplication and exponent 𝑞 < 1. Relaxation
aims to mitigate singularities where minimum density elements occur. The relaxation and its
derivative are defined in terms of the design variable 𝑥
𝑅̂𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝑅𝑖 𝑥𝑖 𝑞 with (𝑞 = 1/2, per Holmberg et al., 2013)

(4.33)

𝜕𝜂(𝑥𝑖 )
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(4.34)

= 𝑞𝑥𝑗 𝑞−1

Individual element stress ratios are penalized using the SIMP method (Bendsøe & Sigmund, 2004).
The p-norm of these penalized stress ratios are combined to form the objective function, whose
derivative with respect to each individual element stress ratio is
1

𝜕𝑅𝑃𝑁
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖

𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚−1

= (∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑅̂𝑖 )

)

𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚−1
(𝑅̂𝑖 )

(4.35)
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The derivatives of the acreage element stress ratio calculated in (4.25) with respect to 𝑅𝑥 and 𝑅𝑦
are

𝜕𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝜕𝑅𝑥

𝜕𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝜕𝑅𝑦

=

=

2 𝑃45°
31 𝐹0 𝛽5
𝐹6

0° 𝛽 −𝑃 0° 𝛽 −𝑃0° 𝛽 +2 𝑃 0° 𝛽 +𝑃45° 𝛽 +𝑃 45° 𝛽 +
2 𝑃11
4
2
1
11 3
12 4
12 3
11
11

2 √𝛽5 2 −𝛽4 𝛽3 −𝛽2 𝛽1 +𝑃0,33 2 𝑅𝑥𝑦 2 +𝛽4 2 +𝛽3 2 +𝛽2 2 +𝛽1 2

2 𝑃45°
31 𝐹0 𝛽5
𝐹6

0° 𝛽 −𝑃 0° 𝛽 +2𝑃 0° 𝛽 − 𝑃 0° 𝛽 +𝑃45° 𝛽 +𝑃 45° 𝛽 −
2 𝑃11
3
2
1
11 4
12 4
12 3
11
11

2 √𝛽5 2 −𝛽4 𝛽3 −𝛽2 𝛽1 +𝑃0,33 2 𝑅𝑥𝑦 2 +𝛽4 2 +𝛽3 2 +𝛽2 2 +𝛽1 2

(4.36)

(4.37)

where
45°
45°
𝛽1 = 𝑃11
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11
𝑅𝑦 −

45°
45°
𝛽2 = 𝑃11
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11
𝑅𝑦 +

45° 𝑅
𝑃13
𝑥𝑦 𝐹6

(4.38)

𝐹0
45° 𝑅
𝑃13
𝑥𝑦 𝐹6

(4.39)

𝐹0

0°
0°
𝛽3 = 𝑃12
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11
𝑅𝑦

(4.40)

0°
0°
𝛽4 = 𝑃11
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃12
𝑅𝑦

(4.41)

𝛽5 =

45° 𝑅 𝐹
𝑃31
𝑥 0
𝐹6

−

45° 𝑅 𝐹
𝑃31
𝑦 0

(4.42)

𝐹6

Similarly, the derivative of the acreage element stress ratio calculated in (4.25) with respect to 𝑅𝑥𝑦
is

𝜕𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝜕𝑅𝑥𝑦

2

0° 𝑅 +
2 𝑃33
𝑥𝑦

=
45°

45°

45°
3 𝑃45°
13 𝐹6 𝜙4 −3 𝑃13 𝐹6 𝜙3
𝐹0
𝐹0

2

(4.43)

𝑃
𝑅𝑦 𝐹0
𝑃
𝑅 𝐹
0° 2 𝑅 2 +𝜙 2 +𝜙 2 +𝜙 2 +𝜙 2
2 √( 31 𝑥 0 − 31
) −𝜙2 𝜙1 −𝜙4 𝜙3 +𝑃33
𝑥𝑦
2
1
4
3
𝐹6
𝐹6

where
0°
0°
𝜙1 = 𝑃12
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11
𝑅𝑦

(4.44)
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0°
0°
𝜙2 = 𝑃11
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃12
𝑅𝑦

(4.45)

45°
45°
𝜙3 = 𝑃11
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11
𝑅𝑦 − 𝜙5

(4.46)

45°
45°
𝜙4 = 𝑃11
𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃11
𝑅𝑦 + 𝜙5

(4.47)

𝜙5 =

45° 𝑅
𝑃13
𝑥𝑦 𝐹6

(4.48)

𝐹0

For Pi joint elements, the derivatives of the stress ratio calculated in (4.29) with respect to 𝑅𝑥 , 𝑅𝑦 ,
and 𝑅𝑥𝑦 are
𝜕𝑅𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝜕𝑅𝑥

𝑥
= 𝑅𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝜕𝑅𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝜕𝑅𝑦

= 𝑅𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝜕𝑅𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝜕𝑅𝑥𝑦

= 𝑅𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑅

(4.49)

𝑅𝑦

(4.50)

𝑅𝑥𝑦

(4.51)

Expressions defined in (4.36), (4.37), and (4.43), as well as in (4.49), (4.50), and (4.51) represent
the 1x3 vector (

𝑇
𝜕𝑅̂𝑖
)
̂
⃗⃗
𝜕𝑅
𝑖

from (4.32). Here, 𝑅⃗⃗̂𝑖 represents the 3x1 vector of stress ratios for a given

element, be it an acreage element or Pi joint element.
The last component required to calculate the overall stress ratio sensitivity is the derivative of the
⃗⃗
𝜕𝑅
stress ratio vector 𝑅⃗⃗̂𝑖 with respect to the design variable 𝑥𝑗 , or 𝜕𝑥 𝑖 in 𝑇2. Per the writings of
𝑗

Holmberg et al. (2013) and Deng et al. (2021), 𝑇2 is written as
𝜕𝐾
⃗⃗
𝑇2 = −𝜆⃗ 𝜕𝑥 𝑈

(4.52)

𝑗

where
𝜕𝐾
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝑝−1

= 𝑝𝑥𝑗

(4.53)

[𝑘0,𝑗 ]
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[𝑘0,𝑗 ] is the jth full effectivity (full density) quadrilateral element stiffness matrix of dimension 8x8
⃗⃗ is simply a vector of the current solution global node displacements. Each node has a xand 𝑈
direction and y-direction displacement. Similarly, 𝜆⃗ is the adjoint variable of global node
displacements. Physically, 𝜆⃗ represents the global node deflections that result from a “pseudo load”
applied to the current design iteration. Solving for the adjoint variable requires a finite element
solution for the current design and baseline boundary conditions, except with a different set of
pseudo loads. Considering the global stiffness matrix 𝐾 for the current design solution and the
adjoint variable 𝜆⃗, the pseudo load 𝐹⃗𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑑𝑜 is defined as
̂

𝑇 𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝑅
𝐹⃗𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑑𝑜 = [𝐾]𝜆⃗ = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) 𝑃𝑁
⃗⃗𝑖 ) ̂ 𝑖)
([𝑘0,𝑖 ][𝐵𝑖 ]𝑇 𝑢
̂
𝜕𝑅𝑖

⃗⃗𝑖
𝜕𝑅

(4.54)

where 𝐵𝑖 is the ith element centroidal strain-displacement matrix of dimension 3x8, and the vector
𝑢
⃗⃗𝑖 is the 8x1 vector of global node displacements associated with the ith element.
For a 4-node linear rectangular finite element in Figure 4.4, the strain-displacement matrix 𝐵𝑖 is
define in general terms by (4.58) (Zhou & Vecchio, 2006) (Reddy 2006)

Figure 4.4 - 4-node Linear Rectangular Finite Element
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𝜕𝑁1
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑁1
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑁1
𝜕𝑥

0

[𝐵] =

𝜕𝑁2
𝜕𝑥

0

𝜕𝑁1
[ 𝜕𝑦

0
𝜕𝑁2
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑁3
𝜕𝑥

0
𝜕𝑁2
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑁2
𝜕𝑥

0
𝜕𝑁3
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑁3
𝜕𝑥

0
𝜕𝑁3
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑁4
𝜕𝑥

0
𝜕𝑁4
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑁4
𝜕𝑥 ]

0
𝜕𝑁4
𝜕𝑦

(4.55)

with shape functions 𝑁1 through 𝑁4 equal to
𝑥

𝑦

𝑥

𝑁1 = (1 − 𝑎) (1 − 𝑏 )
𝑥

𝑦

𝑥

𝑁3 = (𝑎) (𝑏 )
1 𝑦
(
𝑎 𝑏

[𝐵] =

(4.56)

𝑦

(4.57)

𝑁4 = (1 − 𝑎) (𝑏 )

− 1)
0

1 𝑥

𝑦

𝑁2 = (𝑎) (1 − 𝑏 )

[𝑏 (𝑎 − 1)

0
1 𝑥
(
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𝑎

For evaluating the strain-displacement at the centroid of the element 𝐵𝑖 for use in (4.54), set 𝑥 = 2
𝑏
2

and 𝑦 = as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 - Element Centroidal Strain-Displacement Recovery
To calculate the full density (fully effective) stiffness matrix 𝑘0,𝑗 of a 4-node linear rectangular
element of thickness 𝑡, a volume integral must be performed across 𝐵𝑖 and the stress-strain
constitutive matrix 𝐷. Where, for the isotropic plane stress problem, 𝐷 is defined as
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𝐸 is laminate engineering Young’s modulus and 𝜈 is the laminate engineering Poisson’s ratio. The
volume integral becomes an area integral multiplied by uniform thickness 𝑡 and the stiffness matrix
is finally found as
𝑏
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) ]

All baseline geometry within this thesis is rectangular in shape. Therefore, all discretization is done
using simple rectangular elements only. That is why (4.60) does not require a Jacobian matrix
(Reddy 2006), mapping global and natural element coordinate systems. General quadrilateral
elements with skew and taper are reserved for non-rectangular baseline geometry. The basic
optimization approach and sensitivity calculation procedure remain the same regardless.
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5 Optimization Results & Analysis
5.1 Optimization Overview
Consider the quarter-symmetric geometry from Figure 3.7. The design domain is to be reduced by
20% volume via the inclusion of material voids (cutouts). This is synonymous with applying a
volume fraction constraint of 𝑓 = 0.80 defined in (4.2).
For the given set of boundary conditions and loads, the material removal is done in such a way that
the aggregate stress ratio of the design domain is minimized. Ultimately, the most optimal solution
is one that removes the required material in a manner that minimizes the overall stress ratio impact
to the acreage and joint regions. Figure 5.1 shows the three basic goals associated with this type of
optimization.

Figure 5.1 - Optimization Overview & Basic Ideas
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5.2 Pi-Bonded Composite Panel Stress-Based Optimization
While considering the capabilities of the Pi joint and acreage laminate simultaneously, the topology
of the slotted panel design domain is optimized for stress ratios and a given material removal goal.
The resulting topology for the baseline quarter model (see Figure 3.15) is presented below in
Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 - Composite Panel Optimal Topology APDL Density Output
The full design is presented in Figure 5.3 with elements possessing intermediate densities (solution
of 𝑥𝑖 < 1) completely removed from view. Intermediate densities are of little value and only
represent regions where a sharp drop in the topology occurs. Due to the “forcing” nature of
threshold filtering defined in (2.38), the measured volume fraction is slightly greater than 0.80
when considering all elements. The removal of all element densities less than 1.00 produces a
volume fraction of 0.7968 and reveals a manufacturable design with smooth-edge cutouts.
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Figure 5.3 - Full Composite Panel Optimal Topology (No Intermediate Densities)
The convergence plot of the objective function is shown in Figure 5.4. Oscillations can be observed
early on and partway through the optimization. These oscillations are caused primarily by the high
sensitivity of the Pi joints. The stress ratios within the Pi joint region are more sensitive to changes
in the acreage laminate than the acreage laminate itself. A subtle shift in distribution of acreage
material can cause a significant Pi joint stress ratio increase.
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Figure 5.4 - Composite Panel Objective Function Convergence Plot
The optimal panel shape reduces “stress riser” behavior in the Pi joint by carefully moving stronger
material away and around weaker portions of the panel. The primary load paths shown in Figure
5.5 (Top) act to divert large portions of thru-load around the less capable back-to-back Pi joint. As
the material removal is only 20%, there will still be secondary and tertiary loads paths that exist,
acting through the Pi joint region. However, these load paths will be thinner and more compliant
than the primary load paths. Straight ligaments are slender, and regions that attach the ligaments to
rest of the structure are exercised primarily in shear. Essentially, a “softer” load path exists directly
through the Pi joint as it is weaker than the surrounding acreage laminate. A successful balance has
been struck between strength and stiffness for a design made up of multiple materials with varying
capability.
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Figure 5.5 - Primary (Top), Secondary (Mid.), Tertiary (Bot.) Load Paths
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5.3 Comparative Analysis
To illustrate the importance of joint-centric optimization, a comparison is made between the
following:
1. Stress-based formulation that considers joint and acreage sensitivities in Figure 5.2
2. Stress-based formulation that considers acreage sensitivities only in Figure 5.6
3. Compliance minimization in Figure 5.7
For all three solution types, the volume fraction 𝑓 is set to 0.80 and the same applied load is used
consistently between models. A comparison of the full model output topology with intermediate
densities removed is shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.6 - Stress-Based APDL Density Output (No Joint)

Figure 5.7 - Compliance Minimization APDL Density Output (No Joint)
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The terminology previously established for primary, secondary, and tertiary load paths is again
used to describe the differences between all three solutions. In the acreage stress minimization
solution (Figure 5.8 – Middle), the panel exhibits large primary load paths directly through the Pi
preform joint, with secondary load paths skirting around the upper and lower terminations of the Pi
preform. Similarly, in the compliance minimization solution (Figure 5.8 – Bottom), the panel shape
is such that all load paths pass directly through the Pi preform without any additional features. In
terms of stiffness, the compliance minimization solution is the stiffest of all three, with the jointcentric solution being the least stiff.
Convergence plots for all three solutions are presented in Figure 5.9. The compliance minimization
solution is shown to meet convergence criteria well before the maximum iteration cutoff and with
little oscillation. This is due to the simplicity of the topology and low strain energy sensitivity to
design changes. Similar behavior is observed for the stress-based solution without Pi joint, except
that the max iteration cutoff is reached with very slight oscillation.
The initial guess for all three problems is the volume fraction (0.80) uniformly applied to every
element in the design domain. While the initial guess is feasible, it is quite far from the optimal
cluster of solutions. Successive solutions near the initial guess tend to be outliers (see Figure 5.9 –
Top & Middle, from k = 1 to k = 50) and are found to be degenerate in shape and lacking
continuous, connective structure. While it is beyond the scope of this study, “bad solutions” may be
detected and flagged via an automated tool that searches for discontinuous load paths.
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Figure 5.8 - Pi-Bonded (Top), Acreage (Mid.), Compliance Min. (Bot.) Topology
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Figure 5.9 - Pi-Bonded (Top), Acreage (Mid.), Compliance Min. (Bot.) Convergence
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A fringe plot of element centroidal stress ratios for each solution type is presented in Figure 5.10.
While all solution types aim for the same amount of material removal, the distribution of more
heavily stressed material is very different. To divert load around the Pi joint (Figure 5.10 – Top),
more drastic features are required of the acreage, thus causing concentrations in the acreage
laminate. However, note the sharp difference in stress ratios between the Pi joints and surrounding
structure. The Pi joint remains the critical member in the structure, with excess capability existing
in the acreage laminate. Removing the need to accommodate the Pi joint produces Figure 5.10 –
Middle. The stress-based solution without Pi joint appears to be smoother, more uniform and
without significant concentrations. A strain energy, compliance minimization solution (Figure 5.10
– Bottom) is the stiffest of the three. However, the compliance minimization solution appears to
show more critical acreage stress ratios than the stress-based solution without Pi. This is typical
behavior of compliance minimization solutions, disregarding stress concentrations while still
generating the least compliant design.
With joint-centric optimization, the goal is to generate structure that is considerate of the
capabilities of acreage and joint materials. To judge the ability of all three solutions based on joint
consideration, a fringe plot and mid-way section cut of axial stresses 𝜎𝑥𝑥 are shown in Figure 5.11.
Axial stresses are most critical for the Pi joint as back-to-back tension is the primary driver of
allowables. The joint-centric solution (Figure 5.11 - Top) appears to achieve a balance of acreage
and joint strength consideration. Projecting the maximum axial stress in the joint-centric solution
onto the other two solutions reveals their main weakness (Figure 5.11 – Middle & Bottom). That is,
the other two solutions consistently overload the Pi joint for the same applied loading.
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Figure 5.10 - Pi-Bonded (Top), Acreage (Mid.), Compliance Min. (Bot.) Stress Ratios
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Figure 5.11 - Pi-Bonded (Top), Acreage (Mid.), Comp. Min. (Bot.) σxx Distribution
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6 Conclusions
A method for stress-based topology optimization of Pi-bonded composite structure has been
developed. This approach considers the sensitivities of the acreage laminate and the Pi joint. The
basic descent method of moving asymptotes (BDMMA) was developed entirely using Ansys
Parametric Design Language (APDL). With the inclusion of checkerboard filtering, solid isotropic
material penalization (SIMP), and threshold filtering, solutions are found to be acceptable for
engineering applications.
The following is a concise summary addressing all that is accomplished through the application of
BDMMA to a Pi-bonded composite structural optimization problem:
1. An aggregate stress ratio was calculated for elements within a loaded model that represent
both the Pi joint itself and the acreage laminate.
2. A characteristic Pi joint allowable was developed using 2D plane strain models and
engineering assumptions about material make-up.
3. A simplified MMA algorithm that is primarily gradient-based was successfully created
(BDMMA) and implemented to solve minimization problems of large dimension.
4. The results of a stress minimization problem applied to a Pi-bonded composite laminate
structure were found to be intuitive, with cutouts in the solid laminate produced using (for
example) CNC waterjet or horizontal machining.
5. An in-depth analysis was performed comparing solutions that are normally generated in
industry to the one that considers the Pi joint and acreage sensitivities simultaneously.
The solution of a multi-material, stress-based optimization problem will highlight regions within a
structure that require “softening.” This is a result of combining weak and strong materials and
comes in the form of geometric voids creating secondary and tertiary load paths. The volume
fraction constraint may be tailored to highlight more clearly the troubled locations within a baseline
design. Furthermore, the methods developed in this thesis may be employed during the structural
layout phase of a program, assisting engineers in defining efficient load paths (spars, keels, frames,
etc.) that do not grossly overload Pi joints at sub-structure intersections or primary skin interfaces.
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7 Recommendations for Future Work
There are several aspects of this thesis that were reduced in complexity and size. A notable
reduction in complexity and size is the exclusion of a multi-material Pi joint optimization of SubComponents and Components shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 - Building Block (Comp. & Sub-Comp.) (Advisory Circular 20-107B, 2009)
In the future, much larger Pi-joined structure may be considered for study. Additionally, instead of
orthotropic fabric lamina, unidirectional tape material systems may be considered with stack-ups
that do not exhibit quasi-isotropic stiffness behavior. Of course, more thought must be given to the
type of failure criterion used to characterize aggregate stress ratios. Simpler, and slightly more
conservative failure criterion may be considered to offset other added complexities.
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Finally, the Pi joint in this thesis was restricted to being back-to-back and carry only in-plane loads
(shear, pull-off, and axial). In practice, most aerospace structure is subjected to translational and
bending loads that act in-plane and out-of-plane. Also, depending on the specific application, a
mixture of joint types may be used; for example, back-to-back “cruciform” and “T” joints. A more
complete characteristic allowable for the Pi joint would consider out-of-plane loading as well as
“T” joints shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2 - Pi “T” Joint with In-Plane and Out-of-Plane Loading
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9 Appendix
The APDL source code for the joint-centric optimization problem in Chapter 5 is shown below.
MEMM,KEEP,ON
! Create Key Points to define Axially Loaded Panel with 50% vertical stiffener, of width
equal to 1/5th the height
height = 1.00
width = 2.00*height
stiffener_width = height/5.00
! defining an acreage modulus (assuming quasi-isotropic laminate for composite materials)
E_modulus = 7.3024E+06
nu = 0.3062
thickness = 1.00
! utilize a unit thickness material for simplicity
! Laminate strength parameters & stress-strain relational lamina matrices
allow_0 = 108800
! psi
allow_12 = 8290
! psi
! lamina 45 degree stress operator matrix for quasi-isotropic laminate being studied
P_45_11 = thickness*(4.310)
P_45_13 = thickness*(14.743)
P_45_31 = thickness*(-1.249)
! lamina
P_0_11 =
P_0_12 =
P_0_33 =

0 degree stress operator matrix for quasi-isotropic laminate being studied
thickness*(11.682)
thickness*(-3.061)
thickness*(2.498)

! Pi joint allowables in the global x-direction (BTB pull-off), y-direction (axially
loaded, laminate limit), and xy-direction (shear in Pi clevis)
Pi_shear = 1658
! lbf/in
Pi_BTB = 665
! lbf/in
Pi_axial = 5021
! lbf/in
!Defining explicitly the element mesh size
Element_Size = height/50
! very important to scale the objective function at any x, such that it's result is between
1 and 100, see Section 2.0 of GCMMA
! Now that we have the baseline finite element problem defined,we need to define some basic
optimization parameters per SIMP
penal = 3.0
! Penalization,p = 3.00
q_relax = 1/2
! relaxation applied to stresses so as
to avoid/reduce singularities
r_min = 1.50*Element_Size
! filter size,minimum allowed radial
distance between any two effective elements
Vol_Frac = 0.80
! Goal volume fraction,when
optimization routine terminates
! identifying early on the number of inequality constraints (not max/min bounds for x_val)
m_constraints = 1
!Applied_Load
Applied_Load = 10750
! reversing the video and setting the contours for post processing visualization
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/REP,FAST
/RGB,INDEX,100,100,100, 0
/RGB,INDEX, 80, 80, 80,13
/RGB,INDEX, 60, 60, 60,14
/RGB,INDEX, 0, 0, 0,15
/REPLOT
/COLOR,SMIN,DGRA
/COLOR,CNTR,BLAC,1
/COLOR,CNTR,DGRA,2
/COLOR,CNTR,LGRA,3
/COLOR,CNTR,BLAC,4
/COLOR,CNTR,BLAC,5
/COLOR,CNTR,BLAC,6
/COLOR,CNTR,BLAC,7
/COLOR,CNTR,BLAC,8
/COLOR,CNTR,WHIT,9
/COLOR,SMAX,DGRA
/REPLOT
/PREP7 ! Initiates to create, modify, list, etc., keypoints.
K,2,0.5*width,0,0
K,3,width,0,0,
K,4,width,0.5*height,0,
K,5,width,height,0,
K,6,0.5*width,height,0,
K,9,0.5*width,0.5*height,0,
K,10,0.5*width,0.5*height,0.5*stiffener_width,
K,11,0.5*width,0,0.5*stiffener_width,
K,12,0.5*width,0,-0.5*stiffener_width,
K,13,0.5*width,0.5*height,-0.5*stiffener_width,
! following points added beyond the end of the panel to define the loaded regions (not
included in optimization, like the stiffener)
K,14,2.25*height,0,0
K,15,2.25*height,0.5*height,0
K,16,2.25*height,height,0
! Create Areas from 16 points
FLST,2,4,3
FITEM,2,2
FITEM,2,3
FITEM,2,4
FITEM,2,9
A,P51X
FLST,2,4,3
FITEM,2,9
FITEM,2,4
FITEM,2,5
FITEM,2,6
A,P51X
FLST,2,4,3
FITEM,2,2
FITEM,2,9
FITEM,2,10
FITEM,2,11
A,P51X
FLST,2,4,3
FITEM,2,12
FITEM,2,13
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FITEM,2,9
FITEM,2,2
A,P51X
FLST,2,4,3
FITEM,2,3
FITEM,2,14
FITEM,2,15
FITEM,2,4
A,P51X
FLST,2,4,3
FITEM,2,4
FITEM,2,15
FITEM,2,16
FITEM,2,5
A,P51X
! Joining all areas at intersections
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,-6
AGLUE,P51X
! Defining material model
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,EX,1,,E_modulus
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,nu
! Defining element type, plane stress with thickness, 4-node quad for acreage elements
ET,1,PLANE182
KEYOPT,1,1,0
KEYOPT,1,3,3
KEYOPT,1,6,0
! Defining element type, shell, with membrane & bending ffects, 4-node quad for stiffener
elements
ET,2,SHELL181
KEYOPT,2,1,0
KEYOPT,2,3,0
KEYOPT,2,5,0
KEYOPT,2,8,0
KEYOPT,2,9,0
KEYOPT,2,10,0
KEYOPT,2,11,0
! Giving element type with ID = 1 a thickness
R,1,thickness, ! full element thickness = 1
! Giving element type with ID = 99999 a thickness, that stays constant (load application
region)
R,99999,thickness, ! full element thickness = 1
! Defining the element type for the 6 areas that make up the acreage (those with real
constant 99999 have constant thickness)
FLST,5,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,5,1
FITEM,5,-2
CM,_Y,AREA
ASEL, , , ,P51X
CM,_Y1,AREA
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
CMSEL,S,_Y1
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AATT,
1,
1,
CMSEL,S,_Y
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_Y1
!*
FLST,5,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,5,5
FITEM,5,-6
CM,_Y,AREA
ASEL, , , ,P51X
CM,_Y1,AREA
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
CMSEL,S,_Y1
AATT,
1,
99999,
CMSEL,S,_Y
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_Y1

1,

0,

1,

0,

! creating element type & section for the stiffener elements, twice the thickness of
acreage (actually same thickness at line of symmetry)
sect,1,shell,,stiffener
secdata, 1*thickness,1,0.0,3
secoffset,MID
seccontrol,,,, , , ,
FLST,5,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,5,3
FITEM,5,-4
CM,_Y,AREA
ASEL, , , ,P51X
CM,_Y1,AREA
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
CMSEL,S,_Y1
AATT,
1,
1,
2,
0,
1
CMSEL,S,_Y
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_Y1
! Defining element size for created areas and meshing
AESIZE,ALL,Element_Size,
! Meshing acreage, design domain
FLST,5,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,5,1
FITEM,5,-2
CM,_Y,AREA
ASEL, , , ,P51X
CM,_Y1,AREA
CHKMSH,'AREA'
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
MSHKEY,2
AMESH,_Y1
MSHKEY,0
!*
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_Y1
CMDELE,_Y2
! Constraining the left end of the panel (no x translation, and corner has no y
translation)
FLST,2,2,4,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,4
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FITEM,2,7
!*
/GO
DL,P51X, ,UX,0
FLST,2,1,3,ORDE,1
FITEM,2,2
!*
/GO
DK,P51X, ,0, ,0,UY, , , , , ,
! Constraining the acreage out-of-plane
FLST,2,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,-2
!*
/GO
DA,P51X,UZ,0
! determining the number of elements contained within r_min
*dim,r_min_edge,,1
r_min_edge(1) = r_min/Element_Size
! now we need to round up the r_min_edge in case the calculation doesn't yield an integer
numdp=0
*vfact,10**numdp
*vfun,r_min_edge(1),copy,r_min_edge(1)
*vfact,10**(-numdp)
*vfun,r_min_edge(1),nint,r_min_edge(1)
! to get the full edge go twice the radius
r_min_edge(1) = r_min_edge(1)*2
! defining roughly the amount of elements contained within a square region
n_elem_square_radial = (r_min_edge(1))**2
! Initial volume
! select all acreage elements
allsel
*dim,Convergence,,500,2
! convergence data, looking at the
objective function and the volume fraction
*GET,n_elem,ELEM,,COUNT
! get the count of all elements
*GET,n_nodes,NODE,,COUNT
! get the count of all nodes
*VGET,Vol_e,ELEM,,GEOM,VOLU
! element volume
*VGET,CentX_e,ELEM,,CENT,X
! Get elemental centroid x location
*VGET,CentY_e,ELEM,,CENT,Y
! Get elemental centroid x location
! stress data per solution
*dim,sigma_x,,n_elem
! dimensioning the elemental centroidal
stress in x-direction
*dim,sigma_y,,n_elem
! dimensioning the elemental centroidal
stress in y-direction
*dim,sigma_xy,,n_elem
! dimensioning the elemental centroidal
shear stress in xy-plane
*dim,Rcomb,,n_elem
! dimensioning the elemental centroidal
Combined stress ratio in xy-plane
*dim,dc,,n_elem
! element sensitvity
*dim,dcn,,n_elem
! filtered/smoothed element sensitivity
*dim,radial_count,,n_elem
! number of elements located radially
within r_min of element centroid
*dim,radial_elem,,n_elem,n_elem_square_radial*2 ! ID's of elements located radially
*dim,temp_elem_selection_array,,n_elem_square_radial*2 ! dimensioning the square area
! determining what elements are located radially within r_min of a given element's centroid
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
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ESEL,NONE
! Unselect the full set
!selecting all elements within filter radius box
ESEL,S,CENT,X,CentX_e(i)-r_min,CentX_e(i)+r_min
ESEL,R,CENT,Y,CentY_e(i)-r_min,CentY_e(i)+r_min
! Getting the count of radial elements
*GET,N_Radial,ELEM,,COUNT
radial_count(i) = N_Radial
! temporarily listing the elements into an array
*VGET,temp_elem_selection_array,ELEM,,ELIST
!storing the element ID's into the radial_elem array
*do,j,1,radial_count(i),1
radial_elem(i,j) = temp_elem_selection_array(j)
*enddo
*enddo
! re-select all elements and nodes
allsel
! Meshing the stiffeners
FLST,5,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,5,3
FITEM,5,-4
CM,_Y,AREA
ASEL, , , ,P51X
CM,_Y1,AREA
CHKMSH,'AREA'
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
MSHKEY,2
AMESH,_Y1
MSHKEY,0
!*
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_Y1
CMDELE,_Y2
! Meshing the far field load application regions
FLST,5,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,5,5
FITEM,5,-6
CM,_Y,AREA
ASEL, , , ,P51X
CM,_Y1,AREA
CHKMSH,'AREA'
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
MSHKEY,2
AMESH,_Y1
MSHKEY,0
!*
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_Y1
CMDELE,_Y2
! Constraining the load application regions out-of-plane
FLST,2,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,5
FITEM,2,-6
!*
/GO
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DA,P51X,UZ,0
! Constraining all rotational motion of the stiffener element nodes
FLST,2,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,3
FITEM,2,-4
/GO
DA,P51X,ROTX,0
FLST,2,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,3
FITEM,2,-4
/GO
DA,P51X,ROTY,0
FLST,2,2,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,3
FITEM,2,-4
/GO
DA,P51X,ROTZ,0
! Constraining the lower edge to only translate laterally (no y motion)
! creates a plane of symmetry
FLST,2,4,4,ORDE,4
FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,10
FITEM,2,13
FITEM,2,-14
!*
/GO
DL,P51X, ,UY,0
! Loading up the right end with a point load of 1.00 at the bottom right corner
/GO
F,2875,FX,Applied_Load
F,2880,FX,Applied_Load
F,2890,FX,Applied_Load
F,3210,FX,Applied_Load
F,3220,FX,Applied_Load
! defining the consitutive matrix D_constitutive (3x3 matrix that relates elastic stress
to strain)
*dim,D_constitutive,,3,3
D_constitutive(1,1) = E_modulus/(1-nu**2)
D_constitutive(2,2) = D_constitutive(1,1)
D_constitutive(1,2) = (E_modulus*nu)/(1-nu**2)
D_constitutive(2,1) = D_constitutive(1,2)
D_constitutive(3,3) = E_modulus/(2*(1+nu))
! used
D_11 =
D_22 =
D_12 =
D_33 =

for base element stiffness matrix calculations
D_constitutive(1,1)
D_constitutive(2,2)
D_constitutive(1,2)
D_constitutive(3,3)

! defining the 3x8 strain-displacement B at the centroid of the element
! first we need to retrieve the element 4-node locations and element area
! then we consider the B matrix at the centroid of the element integration points
*VGET,Area_e,ELEM,,GEOM,AREA
! element area
! Getting elemental node IDs
*VGET,Node1,ELEM,,NODE,1
*VGET,Node2,ELEM,,NODE,2
*VGET,Node3,ELEM,,NODE,3
*VGET,Node4,ELEM,,NODE,4

!
!
!
!
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element
element
element
element

node
node
node
node

1
2
3
4

! Getting Nodal x & y coordinates
*VGET,Node_x,NODE,,LOC,X
*VGET,Node_y,NODE,,LOC,Y

! x
! y

! dimensioning the 3x8 strain-displacement matrix B (for every element)
*dim,B_strain_disp,,n_elem,3,8
! we now need to obtain the base element stiffness matrices
*dim,K_elm_base,,n_elem,8,8
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
!
!
a
!

node x and y, 4 nodes per quad
Ansys has the nodes defined in a counter clock-wise fashion, Griffiths has it defined in
clockwise fashion
flipping the conventions

x_1
y_1
x_2
y_2
x_3
y_3
x_4
y_4

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Node_x(Node1(i))
Node_y(Node1(i))
Node_x(Node2(i))
Node_y(Node2(i))
Node_x(Node3(i))
Node_y(Node3(i))
Node_x(Node4(i))
Node_y(Node4(i))

a_dim = x_2 - x_1
b_dim = y_4 - y_1
! element stiffness
K_elm_base(i,1,1) =
K_elm_base(i,2,2) =
K_elm_base(i,3,3) =
K_elm_base(i,4,4) =
K_elm_base(i,5,5) =
K_elm_base(i,6,6) =
K_elm_base(i,7,7) =
K_elm_base(i,8,8) =
K_elm_base(i,1,2) =
K_elm_base(i,3,4) =
K_elm_base(i,5,6) =
K_elm_base(i,7,8) =
K_elm_base(i,1,3) =
K_elm_base(i,1,7) =
K_elm_base(i,2,4) =
K_elm_base(i,2,8) =
K_elm_base(i,3,5) =
K_elm_base(i,4,6) =
K_elm_base(i,5,7) =
K_elm_base(i,6,8) =
K_elm_base(i,1,4) =
K_elm_base(i,1,8) =
K_elm_base(i,2,3) =
K_elm_base(i,2,7) =
K_elm_base(i,3,6) =
K_elm_base(i,4,5) =
K_elm_base(i,5,8) =
K_elm_base(i,6,7) =
K_elm_base(i,1,5) =
K_elm_base(i,2,6) =
K_elm_base(i,3,7) =
K_elm_base(i,4,8) =
K_elm_base(i,1,6) =
K_elm_base(i,2,5) =

! width of rectangular element
! height of rectangular element
matrix constants (see matlab symbolic integration results, per Reddy)
thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(3*a_dim) + (D_33*a_dim)/(3*b_dim))
thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(3*b_dim) + (D_33*b_dim)/(3*a_dim))
thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(3*a_dim) + (D_33*a_dim)/(3*b_dim))
thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(3*b_dim) + (D_33*b_dim)/(3*a_dim))
thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(3*a_dim) + (D_33*a_dim)/(3*b_dim))
thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(3*b_dim) + (D_33*b_dim)/(3*a_dim))
thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(3*a_dim) + (D_33*a_dim)/(3*b_dim))
thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(3*b_dim) + (D_33*b_dim)/(3*a_dim))
thickness*(D_12/4 + D_33/4)
-thickness*(D_12/4 + D_33/4)
thickness*(D_12/4 + D_33/4)
-thickness*(D_12/4 + D_33/4)
-thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(3*a_dim) - (D_33*a_dim)/(6*b_dim))
thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(6*a_dim) - (D_33*a_dim)/(3*b_dim))
thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(6*b_dim) - (D_33*b_dim)/(3*a_dim))
-thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(3*b_dim) - (D_33*b_dim)/(6*a_dim))
thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(6*a_dim) - (D_33*a_dim)/(3*b_dim))
-thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(3*b_dim) - (D_33*b_dim)/(6*a_dim))
-thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(3*a_dim) - (D_33*a_dim)/(6*b_dim))
thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(6*b_dim) - (D_33*b_dim)/(3*a_dim))
thickness*(D_12/4 - D_33/4)
-thickness*(D_12/4 - D_33/4)
-thickness*(D_12/4 - D_33/4)
thickness*(D_12/4 - D_33/4)
thickness*(D_12/4 - D_33/4)
-thickness*(D_12/4 - D_33/4)
thickness*(D_12/4 - D_33/4)
-thickness*(D_12/4 - D_33/4)
-thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(6*a_dim) + (D_33*a_dim)/(6*b_dim))
-thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(6*b_dim) + (D_33*b_dim)/(6*a_dim))
-thickness*((D_11*b_dim)/(6*a_dim) + (D_33*a_dim)/(6*b_dim))
-thickness*((D_22*a_dim)/(6*b_dim) + (D_33*b_dim)/(6*a_dim))
-thickness*(D_12/4 + D_33/4)
-thickness*(D_12/4 + D_33/4)
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K_elm_base(i,3,8) = thickness*(D_12/4 + D_33/4)
K_elm_base(i,4,7) = thickness*(D_12/4 + D_33/4)
! symmetry about the diagonal
K_elm_base(i,2,1) = K_elm_base(i,1,2)
K_elm_base(i,3,1) = K_elm_base(i,1,3)
K_elm_base(i,4,1) = K_elm_base(i,1,4)
K_elm_base(i,5,1) = K_elm_base(i,1,5)
K_elm_base(i,6,1) = K_elm_base(i,1,6)
K_elm_base(i,7,1) = K_elm_base(i,1,7)
K_elm_base(i,8,1) = K_elm_base(i,1,8)
K_elm_base(i,3,2) = K_elm_base(i,2,3)
K_elm_base(i,4,2) = K_elm_base(i,2,4)
K_elm_base(i,5,2) = K_elm_base(i,2,5)
K_elm_base(i,6,2) = K_elm_base(i,2,6)
K_elm_base(i,7,2) = K_elm_base(i,2,7)
K_elm_base(i,8,2) = K_elm_base(i,2,8)
K_elm_base(i,4,3) = K_elm_base(i,3,4)
K_elm_base(i,5,3) = K_elm_base(i,3,5)
K_elm_base(i,6,3) = K_elm_base(i,3,6)
K_elm_base(i,7,3) = K_elm_base(i,3,7)
K_elm_base(i,8,3) = K_elm_base(i,3,8)
K_elm_base(i,5,4) = K_elm_base(i,4,5)
K_elm_base(i,6,4) = K_elm_base(i,4,6)
K_elm_base(i,7,4) = K_elm_base(i,4,7)
K_elm_base(i,8,4) = K_elm_base(i,4,8)
K_elm_base(i,6,5) = K_elm_base(i,5,6)
K_elm_base(i,7,5) = K_elm_base(i,5,7)
K_elm_base(i,8,5) = K_elm_base(i,5,8)
K_elm_base(i,7,6) = K_elm_base(i,6,7)
K_elm_base(i,8,6) = K_elm_base(i,6,8)
K_elm_base(i,8,7) = K_elm_base(i,7,8)
! populating the strain displacement matrices
!B =
![(y/b - 1)/a,
0, -(y/b - 1)/a,
0, y/(a*b),
0,
-y/(a*b),
0]
![
0, (x/a - 1)/b,
0,
-x/(a*b),
0, x/(a*b),
0, (x/a - 1)/b]
![(x/a - 1)/b, (y/b - 1)/a,
-x/(a*b), -(y/b - 1)/a, x/(a*b), y/(a*b), -(x/a - 1)/b,
-y/(a*b)]
! we're considering the stresses at the centroid of the element
x_temp = a_dim/2
y_temp = b_dim/2
B_strain_disp(i,1,1)
B_strain_disp(i,1,3)
B_strain_disp(i,1,5)
B_strain_disp(i,1,7)

= (y_temp/b_dim - 1)/a_dim
= -(y_temp/b_dim - 1)/a_dim
= y_temp/(a_dim*b_dim)
= -y_temp/(a_dim*b_dim)

B_strain_disp(i,2,2)
B_strain_disp(i,2,4)
B_strain_disp(i,2,6)
B_strain_disp(i,2,8)

= (x_temp/a_dim - 1)/b_dim
= -x_temp/(a_dim*b_dim)
=
x_temp/(a_dim*b_dim)
= -(x_temp/a_dim - 1)/b_dim

B_strain_disp(i,3,1)
B_strain_disp(i,3,2)
B_strain_disp(i,3,3)
B_strain_disp(i,3,4)
B_strain_disp(i,3,5)
B_strain_disp(i,3,6)
B_strain_disp(i,3,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(x_temp/a_dim - 1)/b_dim
(y_temp/b_dim - 1)/a_dim
-x_temp/(a_dim*b_dim)
-(y_temp/b_dim - 1)/a_dim
x_temp/(a_dim*b_dim)
y_temp/(a_dim*b_dim)
-(x_temp/a_dim - 1)/b_dim
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B_strain_disp(i,3,8) =

-y_temp/(a_dim*b_dim)

*enddo
! dimensioning the psuedo load vector
*dim,Psuedo_Load_Elem,,n_elem,8
*dim,Psuedo_Fx_Node,,n_nodes
!
globally
*dim,Psuedo_Fy_Node,,n_nodes
!
globally
*dim,ERcomb,,n_elem,3
equation times partial of comb w.r.t.
*dim,R_x,,n_elem
the allowable material strength
*dim,R_y,,n_elem
the allowable material strength
*dim,R_xy,,n_elem
the allowable material strength

for each element, and the various operators
will sum loads from elemental psuedo loads and apply
will sum loads from elemental psuedo loads and apply
! right side of the adjoint equation, constituent
components

! strength ratio of the x component of stress w.r.t.
! strength ratio of the y component of stress w.r.t.
! strength ratio of the xy component of stress w.r.t.

*dim,dRcomb_dRa,,n_elem,3
! derivative of the Combined stress w.r.t. stress
components
*dim,dRPN_dRcomb,,n_elem
! derivative of (6) from Holmberg, derivative of
the P-normal stress for all elements within i-th cluster
! partial of the filtered variable w.r.t. the penalization see derivative of (4) in
Holmberg
*dim,etas,,n_elem
! stress penalization function
operating on the stress components
*dim,detas_drho,,n_elem
! partial of eta_s w.r.t. filtered
variable rho
*dim,T1_sens,,n_elem
! T1 component of penalized stress
sensitivity per Hao Deng
*dim,T2_sens,,n_elem
! T2 component of penalized stress
sensitivity per Hao Deng
*dim,dK_drho,,n_elem,8,8
! partial of the the element stiffness
matrix w.r.t. the filtered design variable (section 4.1 of Holmberg)
*dim,dKu,,n_elem,8
! product of the base element stiffness
matrix derivative and the global displacement vector
! creating a vector for element node displacements (baseline and psuedo)
*dim,u_elm_node,,n_elem,8
*dim,lamda,,n_elem,8
! re-select all elements and nodes
allsel
Vol_0 = 0

! Setting initial volume,Vol_0

! Determining the initial volume of the body at unit thickness and dimensioning what will
be the elemental centroidal stress vector
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
Vol_0 = Vol_0+Vol_e(i)
*enddo
! setting up all the MMA functions and operational arrays
! we limit the number of iterations allowed for any optimization routine. Ideally we'll
converge before hitting 100 iterations
*dim,acreage_or_joint,,n_elem
! acreage elements = 1, joint elements
= 0
*dim,x_current,,n_elem
*dim,x_previous,,n_elem
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*dim,x_old,,n_elem
*dim,x_val_n,,n_elem
*dim,E_x,,n_elem
*dim,p,,m_constraints,n_elem
*dim,q,,m_constraints,n_elem
*dim,r,,m_constraints
*dim,f_constraint,,m_constraints
*dim,p0,,n_elem
function
*dim,q0,,n_elem
function
*dim,Upper,,n_elem
*dim,Lower,,n_elem
*dim,Upper_previous,,n_elem
variable
*dim,Lower_previous,,n_elem
variable
*dim,dfdx,,n_elem
(calculated at kth x_val)
*dim,dfdx_constraint,,m_constraints,n_elem
w.r.t. nth variable (calculated at kth x_val)
! s,no need to dimension here
asymptotes
*dim,alpha,,n_elem
*dim,beta,,n_elem

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

size filtered design variable
modulus vector for all elements
left term in linearization
right term in linearization
residual
constraints evaluated
left term in linearization,objective

! right term in linearization,objective
! upper asymptote for each variable
! lower asymptote for each variable
! previous upper asymptote for each
! previous lower asymptote for each
! derivative of objective function
! derivative of mth constraint function
! relaxing number used for moving
! lower move limit
! upper move limit

! parameters for the the dual of the subproblem
*dim,b,,m_constraints
! f_hat-r
! parameters for the steepest descent gradient method
*dim,dWdy1,,m_constraints
*dim,dWdy2,,m_constraints
*dim,dWdy3,,m_constraints
*dim,y1,,m_constraints
*dim,y2,,m_constraints
*dim,y3,,m_constraints
*dim,yp,,n_elem
*dim,yq,,n_elem
*dim,xy,,n_elem
*dim,xy_filter,,n_elem
*dim,direction,,m_constraints
*dim,direction_old,,m_constraints
! setting up some MMA parameters and arrays
x_min = 0.01
x_max = 1.00

! smallest thickness multiplier allowed
! largest thickness multiplier allowed

sol_term = 1E-6
! solution convergence threshold =
resultant of the difference between two consecutive solutions divided by the resultant of
the current solution
grad_W_term = 1E-5
! gradient convergence criteria for the
dual subproblem solution, min W(y)
initial_stepsize = 0.10
! when solving the dual using steepest
descent, we specify a constant step size initially and then call on the Barzilai-Borwein
step size
y_min = 1E-12
eps = 1E-2
res_sol_diff = 99
difference
res_sol_check = 99

! initializing the resultant of solution
! res_sol_diff/resultant-sol_term > 0

! the following are some auxilary constants utilized in MMA code, can be cited in
Svanberg's current GCMMA paper
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x_mamieps = 1e-5
move_val = 0.35
!0.50 = default per GCMMA, tried 0.20 before in the
past but seems to be too conservative (solutions appear to converge slower)
raa0 = 1e-5
! the following settings appear to work very well!!! looks like increasing asyinit had a
big effect on the topology!
albefa = 0.10
asyinit = 0.40
asydecr = 0.99
asyincr = 1.00

!0.10
!0.50
!0.70
!1.20

=
=
=
=

default
default
default
default

per
per
per
per

GCMMA
GCMMA
GCMMA
GCMMA

! initializing k and the initial guess x = 0.5
k = 1
filter_counter = 1
! creating a property thickness constant for all elements other elements except the first
property
*do,i,2,n_elem,1
R,i,thickness,
*enddo
! setting all elements as variable (value = 1), all to acreage material, and equal to
vol_frac as the initial guess
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
x_current(i) = Vol_Frac
acreage_or_joint(i) = 1
*enddo
! defining all the joint elements
acreage_or_joint(1) = 0
acreage_or_joint(51) = 0
acreage_or_joint(101) = 0
acreage_or_joint(151) = 0
acreage_or_joint(201) = 0
acreage_or_joint(251) = 0
acreage_or_joint(301) = 0
acreage_or_joint(351) = 0
acreage_or_joint(401) = 0
acreage_or_joint(451) = 0
acreage_or_joint(501) = 0
acreage_or_joint(551) = 0
acreage_or_joint(601) = 0
acreage_or_joint(651) = 0
acreage_or_joint(701) = 0
acreage_or_joint(751) = 0
acreage_or_joint(801) = 0
acreage_or_joint(851) = 0
acreage_or_joint(901) = 0
acreage_or_joint(951) = 0
acreage_or_joint(1001) = 0
acreage_or_joint(1051) = 0
acreage_or_joint(1101) = 0
acreage_or_joint(1151) = 0
acreage_or_joint(1201) = 0
acreage_or_joint(1251) = 0
/PREP7
! now we need to update all the elements properties as x^p
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
RMODIF,i,1,(thickness*x_current(i)**penal)
!Update the property constant,it is
material penalized
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EMODIF,i,REAL,i,
*enddo

!Update element property constants

! Now we start the optimization routine,terminating when we reach the predetermined error
acceptance level between two successive solutions
! or if we reach the maximum allowed number of iterations
*dowhile,res_sol_check
! basic sensitivity analysis of the objective function and constraints, the volume
constraint is easy
! defining the sensitivity of the objective function is more complex
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
dfdx_constraint(1,i) = Vol_e(i)
*enddo
! sensitivity analysis of the stress constraint
! let us first extract the element stresses, sigma_x, sigma_y, sigma_xy
! Running the FEA 1st
/SOLU
ANTYPE,STATIC
SOLVE
! Get elemental average stress data
/POST1
! we need also to recover the global displacements for the current solution
*VGET,Disp_Global_x,NODE,,U,X
! x global displacement
*VGET,Disp_Global_y,NODE,,U,Y
! y global displacement
! for each element, 4 nodes have 2 displacements we create a [8x1] vector to reflect these
displacements
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
u_elm_node(i,1)
u_elm_node(i,2)
u_elm_node(i,3)
u_elm_node(i,4)
u_elm_node(i,5)
u_elm_node(i,6)
u_elm_node(i,7)
u_elm_node(i,8)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Disp_Global_x(Node1(i))
Disp_Global_y(Node1(i))
Disp_Global_x(Node2(i))
Disp_Global_y(Node2(i))
Disp_Global_x(Node3(i))
Disp_Global_y(Node3(i))
Disp_Global_x(Node4(i))
Disp_Global_y(Node4(i))

*enddo
! getting all the element stress components
ETABLE,Stress_x,S,X,
ETABLE,Stress_y,S,Y,
ETABLE,Shear_Stress_xy,S,XY,
! Store Element stresses
*VGET,sigma_x,ELEM,,ETAB,Stress_x
*VGET,sigma_y,ELEM,,ETAB,Stress_y
*VGET,sigma_xy,ELEM,,ETAB,Shear_Stress_xy
! the stresses are with respect to the current elemental thickness, not the unit thickness
assumed for the model, here we adjust for that
! we multiply by the element variable thickness divided by unit thickness =
1.00*x_val^penal/1.00 and also by relaxation x^q to avoid singularities
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
sigma_x(i) = sigma_x(i)*(thickness*x_current(i)**penal/thickness)*(x_current(i)**q_relax)
sigma_y(i) = sigma_y(i)*(thickness*x_current(i)**penal/thickness)*(x_current(i)**q_relax)
sigma_xy(i) = sigma_xy(i)*(thickness*x_current(i)**penal/thickness)*(x_current(i)**q_relax)
*enddo
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! converting the element stress components all to strength ratios (depending on the
material allowable)
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
! again, if acreage_or_joint = 1, then it's acreage material and we use acreage_allowable
! if acreage_or_joint = 0, the it's joint material and we use the joint_allowable
*if,acreage_or_joint(i),EQ,1,then
R_x(i) = sigma_x(i)/allow_0
R_y(i) = sigma_y(i)/allow_0
R_xy(i) = sigma_xy(i)/allow_12
*elseif,acreage_or_joint(i),EQ,0,then
R_x(i) = (sigma_x(i)*thickness)/Pi_BTB
R_y(i) = (sigma_y(i)*thickness)/Pi_axial
R_xy(i) = (sigma_xy(i)*thickness)/Pi_shear
*endif
*enddo
! now that we have the basic stress components, we need to calculate the Combined stress
from there
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
! if acreage_or_joint = 0, the it's joint material and we use the joint_allowable
*if,acreage_or_joint(i),EQ,1,then
! acreage laminate Tsai-Wu 45-0 quadratic interaction
temp1 = P_45_11*R_x(i)+P_45_11*R_y(i)-(allow_12/allow_0)*P_45_13*R_xy(i)
temp2 = P_45_11*R_x(i)+P_45_11*R_y(i)+(allow_12/allow_0)*P_45_13*R_xy(i)
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

((allow_0/allow_12)*(P_45_31*R_x(i)-P_45_31*R_y(i)))**2
(P_0_11*R_x(i)+P_0_12*R_y(i))*(P_0_12*R_x(i)+P_0_11*R_y(i))
temp1*temp2
P_0_33**2*R_xy(i)**2
(P_0_11*R_x(i)+P_0_12*R_y(i))**2
(P_0_12*R_x(i)+P_0_11*R_y(i))**2
temp1**2+temp2**2

Rcomb(i) = (AA-BB-CC+DD+EE+FF+GG)**(1/2)
*elseif,acreage_or_joint(i),EQ,0,then
! quadratic Pi shear, pull-off, and axial interaction
Rcomb(i) = (R_x(i)**2+R_y(i)**2+R_xy(i)**2)**(1/2)
*endif
*enddo
! now populating the partial derivative of the global stiffness matrix w.r.t. each design
variable
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
*do,j,1,8,1
*do,l,1,8,1
dK_drho(i,j,l) = penal*(x_current(i))**(penal-1)*K_elm_base(i,j,l)
*enddo
*enddo
*enddo
! now differentiating the relaxed stress, note that we apply the relaxation to because the
components of stress do not yet have it applied like the comb stress
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
! if acreage_or_joint = 0, the it's joint material an dwe use the joint_allowable
*if,acreage_or_joint(j),EQ,1,then
AA = P_45_11*R_x(j)+P_45_11*R_y(j)-(allow_12/allow_0)*P_45_13*R_xy(j)
BB = P_45_11*R_x(j)+P_45_11*R_y(j)+(allow_12/allow_0)*P_45_13*R_xy(j)
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CC = P_0_12*R_x(j)+P_0_11*R_y(j)
DD = P_0_11*R_x(j)+P_0_12*R_y(j)
EE = (allow_0/allow_12)*(P_45_31*R_x(j)-P_45_31*R_y(j))
FF = 2*P_0_11*DD-P_0_11*CC-P_0_12*DD+2*P_0_12*CC
GG = P_45_11*BB+P_45_11*AA+2*(allow_0/allow_12)*P_45_31*EE
HH = EE**2-DD*CC-BB*AA+P_0_33**2*R_xy(j)**2
JJ = DD**2+CC**2+BB**2+AA**2
numerator = FF+GG
denominator = 2*(HH+JJ)**(1/2)
dRcomb_dRa(j,1) = numerator/denominator
AA = P_45_11*R_x(j)+P_45_11*R_y(j)-(allow_12/allow_0)*P_45_13*R_xy(j)
BB = P_45_11*R_x(j)+P_45_11*R_y(j)+(allow_12/allow_0)*P_45_13*R_xy(j)
CC = P_0_12*R_x(j)+P_0_11*R_y(j)
DD = P_0_11*R_x(j)+P_0_12*R_y(j)
EE = (allow_0/allow_12)*(P_45_31*R_x(j)-P_45_31*R_y(j))
FF = 2*P_0_11*CC-P_0_11*DD+2*P_0_12*DD-P_0_12*CC
GG = P_45_11*BB+P_45_11*AA-2*(allow_0/allow_12)*P_45_31*EE
HH = EE**2-DD*CC-BB*AA+P_0_33**2*R_xy(j)**2
JJ = DD**2+CC**2+BB**2+AA**2
numerator = FF+GG
denominator = 2*(HH+JJ)**(1/2)
dRcomb_dRa(j,2) = numerator/denominator
EE = (allow_12/allow_0)*P_45_13*R_xy(j)
AA = P_0_12*R_x(j)+P_0_11*R_y(j)
BB = P_0_11*R_x(j)+P_0_12*R_y(j)
CC = P_45_11*R_x(j)+P_45_11*R_y(j)-EE
DD = P_45_11*R_x(j)+P_45_11*R_y(j)+EE
FF = ((allow_0/allow_12)*(P_45_31*R_x(j)-P_45_31*R_y(j)))**2-BB*AA-DD*CC
GG = P_0_33**2*R_xy(j)**2
HH = AA**2+BB**2+CC**2+DD**2
numerator = 2*P_0_33**2*R_xy(j)+(allow_12/allow_0)*(3*P_45_13*DD-3*P_45_13*CC)
denominator = 2*(FF+GG+HH)**(1/2)
dRcomb_dRa(j,3) = numerator/denominator
*elseif,acreage_or_joint(j),EQ,0,then
dRcomb_dRa(j,1) = R_x(j)/Rcomb(j)
dRcomb_dRa(j,2) = R_y(j)/Rcomb(j)
dRcomb_dRa(j,3) = R_xy(j)/Rcomb(j)
*endif
*enddo
! derivative of the P-norm w.r.t. the comb stress
temp = 0
pnorm = 8
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = temp + (Rcomb(j))**pnorm
*enddo
temp = temp**(1/pnorm - 1)
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
dRPN_dRcomb(j) = (temp)*(Rcomb(j))**(pnorm-1)
*enddo
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
detas_drho(j) = q_relax*x_current(j)**(q_relax - 1)
*enddo
! combining everything to create T1 per Hao Deng
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! also need to apply relaxation to the individual stress components, like was done above
for the comb stress
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = dRcomb_dRa(j,1)*R_x(j) + dRcomb_dRa(j,2)*R_y(j) + dRcomb_dRa(j,3)*R_xy(j)
T1_sens(j) = temp*dRPN_dRcomb(j)*detas_drho(j)
*enddo
! we have a psuedo load applied to the mesh. and that load results in a new global
deformation
! requires a finite element solution with a consistent psuedo load
! we now determine that psuedo load, modify the applied loads on the current mesh, then
solve to determine lambda
! right hand side product of the constituent matrix and partial of comb w.r.t. 3 stress
components
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
ERcomb(j,1) = 0
ERcomb(j,2) = 0
ERcomb(j,3) = 0
*do,m,1,3,1
*do,l,1,3,1
ERcomb(j,m) = ERcomb(j,m) + D_constitutive(m,l)*dRcomb_dRa(j,l)
*enddo
*enddo
*enddo
! resetting Psuedo Load Vector for this cluster
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
*do,m,1,8,1
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,m) = 0
*enddo
*enddo
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
*do,m,1,8,1
*do,l,1,3,1
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,m) = Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,m) + ERcomb(j,l)*B_strain_disp(j,l,m)
*enddo
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,m) = (x_current(j)**q_relax)*dRPN_dRcomb(j)*Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,m)
*enddo
*enddo
! resetting the Psuedo nodal load vector
*do,j,1,n_nodes,1
Psuedo_Fx_Node(j) = 0
Psuedo_Fy_Node(j) = 0
*enddo
! populating the global psuedo load vector
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
Psuedo_Fx_Node(Node1(j)) = Psuedo_Fx_Node(Node1(j))
Psuedo_Fy_Node(Node1(j)) = Psuedo_Fy_Node(Node1(j))
Psuedo_Fx_Node(Node2(j)) = Psuedo_Fx_Node(Node2(j))
Psuedo_Fy_Node(Node2(j)) = Psuedo_Fy_Node(Node2(j))
Psuedo_Fx_Node(Node3(j)) = Psuedo_Fx_Node(Node3(j))
Psuedo_Fy_Node(Node3(j)) = Psuedo_Fy_Node(Node3(j))
Psuedo_Fx_Node(Node4(j)) = Psuedo_Fx_Node(Node4(j))
Psuedo_Fy_Node(Node4(j)) = Psuedo_Fy_Node(Node4(j))
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,1)
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,2)
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,3)
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,4)
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,5)
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,6)
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,7)
Psuedo_Load_Elem(j,8)

*enddo
! now with the psuedo load vector in the x-direction and y-direction, we need to load up
the model and re-run analysis
! then extract global displacements and store them in the lambda vector
/PREP7
*do,j,1,n_nodes,1
F,j,FX,Psuedo_Fx_Node(j)
F,j,FY,Psuedo_Fy_Node(j)
*enddo
! Running the current psuedo load
/SOLU
ANTYPE,STATIC
SOLVE
! Get psuedo load displacement
/POST1
! we need also to recover the global displacements for the base solution
*VGET,Psuedo_Global_x,NODE,,U,X
! x global displacement due to
psuedo load
*VGET,Psuedo_Global_y,NODE,,U,Y
! y global displacement due to
psuedo load
! for each element, 4 nodes have 2 displacements we create a [8x1] vector to reflect these
displacements
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
lamda(j,1)
lamda(j,2)
lamda(j,3)
lamda(j,4)
lamda(j,5)
lamda(j,6)
lamda(j,7)
lamda(j,8)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Psuedo_Global_x(Node1(j))
Psuedo_Global_y(Node1(j))
Psuedo_Global_x(Node2(j))
Psuedo_Global_y(Node2(j))
Psuedo_Global_x(Node3(j))
Psuedo_Global_y(Node3(j))
Psuedo_Global_x(Node4(j))
Psuedo_Global_y(Node4(j))

*enddo
! now comes the task of calculating the overall stress sensitivity for each cluster per
Holmberg
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
*do,m,1,8,1
dKu(j,m) = 0
*enddo
*enddo
! the right hand of the negated portion in sensitivity calc, see page 9 of Holmberg
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
*do,m,1,8,1
*do,l,1,8,1
dKu(j,m) = dKu(j,m) + dK_drho(j,m,l)*u_elm_node(j,l)
*enddo
*enddo
*enddo
! the right hand side of the negatated side times lambda, includes etas
! resetting and defining etas
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
T2_sens(j) = 0
*enddo
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*do,j,1,n_elem,1
*do,l,1,8,1
T2_sens(j) = T2_sens(j) + lamda(j,l)*dKu(j,l)
*enddo
*enddo
! setting the overall sensitivity
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
dc(j) = T1_sens(j) - T2_sens(j)
*enddo
! and we also evaluate the objective
temp = 0
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = temp + Rcomb(j)**pnorm
*enddo
objective = temp**(1/pnorm)
! plotting element thickness
/DSCALE,ALL,OFF
PLESOL,VOLU,,0,1.0
!PLESOL, S,EQV, 0,1.0

! plotting the element Combined stress

! reseting all loads to zero
/PREP7
*do,j,1,n_nodes,1
F,j,FX,0
F,j,FY,0
*enddo
! re-applying the original loading
! following used for finer mesh model
F,2875,FX,Applied_Load
F,2880,FX,Applied_Load
F,2890,FX,Applied_Load
F,3210,FX,Applied_Load
F,3220,FX,Applied_Load
! filtering of the above stress sensitivities
*****************************************************
! reseting dcn
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
dcn(i) = 0
*enddo
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
sum = 0
*do,j,1,radial_count(i),1
fac = r_min-sqrt((CentX_e(i)-CentX_e(radial_elem(i,j)))**2+(CentY_e(i)CentY_e(radial_elem(i,j)))**2)
*if,fac,LT,0,then
fac = 0
*endif
sum = sum+fac
dcn(i) = dcn(i)+fac*dc(radial_elem(i,j))
*enddo
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dcn(i) = dcn(i)/(sum)
! from this point forward dfdx will be what we use for the objective function
filtered/smoothed sensitivity
dfdx(i) = dcn(i)
*enddo
!defining asymptotic values
! here fixing them first so that we can deal with alpha and beta issues later
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
*if,k,LT,3,then
Lower(i) = x_current(i)-asyinit*(x_max-x_min)
Upper(i) = x_current(i)+asyinit*(x_max-x_min)
*elseif,k,GE,3,then
Lower_previous(i) = Lower(i)
Upper_previous(i) = Upper(i)
! checking signs of temp
temp = (x_current(i)-x_previous(i))*(x_previous(i)-x_old(i))
*if,temp,LT,0,then
gamma = asydecr
*elseif,temp,GT,0,then
gamma = asyincr
*elseif,temp,EQ,0,then
gamma = 1
*endif
Lower(i) = x_current(i)-gamma*(x_previous(i)-Lower_previous(i))
Upper(i) = x_current(i)+gamma*(Upper_previous(i)-x_previous(i))
! setting upper/lower limits per Svanberg GCMMA
temp = x_max - x_min
*if,temp,GT,x_mamieps,then
xmami = temp
*elseif,temp,LT,x_mamieps,then
xmami = x_mamieps
*endif
temp1
temp2
temp3
temp4

=
=
=
=

x_current(i)-10*xmami
x_current(i)-1e-2*xmami
x_current(i)+1e-2*xmami
x_current(i)+10*xmami

*if,temp1,GT,Lower(i),then
Lower(i) = temp1
! else do nothing to Lower(i)
*elseif,temp2,LT,Lower(i),then
Lower(i) = temp2
*endif
*if,temp3,GT,Upper(i),then
Upper(i) = temp3
! else do nothing to Upper(i)
*elseif,temp4,LT,Upper(i),then
Upper(i) = temp4
*endif
*endif
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*enddo
! setting upper/lower move limits by Svanberg GCMMA (3.6) & (3.7)
! The 3rd if statement came from Jeremie Dumas
(https://github.com/jdumas/mma/blob/master/src/mma/MMASolver.cpp)
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
temp1
temp2
temp3
temp4

=
=
=
=

Lower(i)+albefa*(x_current(i)-Lower(i))
x_current(i)-move_val*(x_max-x_min)
Upper(i)-albefa*(Upper(i)-x_current(i))
x_current(i)+move_val*(x_max-x_min)

! setting upper/lower move bounds
*if,temp1,GT,x_min,then
alpha(i) = temp1
*elseif,temp2,GT,alpha(i),then
alpha(i) = temp2
*elseif,x_max,LT,alpha(i),then
alpha(i) = x_max !Dumas
*endif
*if,temp3,LT,x_max,then
beta(i) = temp3
*elseif,temp4,LT,beta(i),then
beta(i) = temp4
*elseif,x_min,GT,beta(i),then
beta(i) = x_min !Dumas
*endif
*enddo
! now setting up the subproblem terms p0,q0
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
! from 3.3-3.5 of Svanberg Ordinary MMA section (of GCMMA)
temp_minus = -dfdx(i)
*if,dfdx(i),GT,0,then
temp_plus = dfdx(i)
*else
temp_plus = 0
*endif
*if,temp_minus,GT,0,then
temp_minus = temp_minus
*else
temp_minus = 0
*endif
p0(i) = (1.001*temp_plus+0.001*temp_minus+raa0/(x_max-x_min))*(Upper(i)-x_current(i))**2
q0(i) = (0.001*temp_plus+1.001*temp_minus+raa0/(x_max-x_min))*(x_current(i)-Lower(i))**2
*enddo
! calculating pij and qij for the constraints
*do,j,1,m_constraints,1
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
temp_minus = -dfdx_constraint(j,i)
*if,dfdx_constraint(j,i),GT,0,then
temp_plus = dfdx_constraint(j,i)
*else
temp_plus = 0
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*endif
*if,temp_minus,GT,0,then
temp_minus = temp_minus
*else
temp_minus = 0
*endif
p(j,i) = (1.001*temp_plus+0.001*temp_minus+raa0/(x_max-x_min))*(Upper(i)-x_current(i))**2
q(j,i) = (0.001*temp_plus+1.001*temp_minus+raa0/(x_max-x_min))*(x_current(i)-Lower(i))**2
*enddo
*enddo
! now we need to evaluate the constraint function
! first inequality constraint
temp = 0
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
temp = temp+x_current(i)*Vol_e(i)
*enddo
f_constraint(1) = temp-Vol_Frac*Vol_0
! storing objective and volume data for convergence evaluation
Convergence(k,1) = objective
Convergence(k,2) = temp
! with the constraint functions evaluated,we need to calculate r and b,first initializing
*do,j,1,m_constraints,1
r(j) = 0
b(j) = 0
*enddo
! calculating r per definition/equation (5) Svanberg Original MMA
*do,j,1,m_constraints,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
temp = temp+p(j,i)/(Upper(i)-x_current(i))+q(j,i)/(x_current(i)-Lower(i))
*enddo
r(j) = f_constraint(j)-temp
*enddo
! calculating b,noting that for all constraints,f_hat is zero...see section 4 of Original
MMA by Svanberg
*do,j,1,m_constraints,1
b(j) = 0-r(j)
*enddo
! reseting y1(j) for every iteration may not be the best idea
*do,j,1,m_constraints,1
y1(j) = 1
*enddo
! Now that we have the subproblem set up,we need to kick off the minimization. Which
requires solving the dual of the subproblem.
kk = 1
grad_W_check = 1
*dowhile,grad_W_check

! Gradient Descent Method with Barzilai-Borwein Step size rule
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kk = kk + 1
*if,kk,EQ,2,then
! y1 is always greater than zero
! now calculating yp
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y1(i)*p(i,j)
*enddo
yp(j) = temp
*enddo
! now calculating yq
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y1(i)*q(i,j)
*enddo
yq(j) = temp
*enddo
! calculating the explicit expression of x(y)
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
xy(j) =
((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)*Lower(j)+(q0(j)+yq(j))**(1/2)*Upper(j))/((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)+(q0(j)+
yq(j))**(1/2))
! checking to make sure x(y)>alpha and x(y)<beta
*if,xy(j),LT,alpha(j),then
xy(j) = alpha(j)
*elseif,xy(j),GT,beta(j),then
xy(j) = beta(j)
*endif
*enddo
! now calculating dWdy1,note that we're seeking to minimize -W(y)
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = 0
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = temp+p(i,j)/(Upper(j)-xy(j))+q(i,j)/(xy(j)-Lower(j)) ! maximizing is the same a
minimizing the negative of the W
*enddo
dWdy1(i) = b(i)-temp
*enddo
! including the barrier function to account for non-negativity constraint
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
dWdy1(i) = dWdy1(i)-(eps)/y1(i) ! we add -1/y(i) for every constraint as it's the
derivative of -ln(+y)...that is approaching zero from positive terms (see Bertsekas page
447)
*enddo
! now evaluating the norm of the gradient at y3
temp1 = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp1 = temp1 + (dWdy1(i))**2
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*enddo
temp2 = temp1**(1/2)
! now we calculate the next iterate y2
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
y2(i) = y1(i) - initial_stepsize*dWdy1(i)
! taking the max of y2 and zero
*if,y2(i),LT,0,then
y2(i) = y_min
*endif
*enddo
*elseif,kk,GT,2,then
! we now need to re-evaluate the gradient at y1 and y2
! calculating dWdy1 again
! now we calculate the next iterate y1
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
! taking the max of y2 and zero
*if,y1(i),LT,0,then
y1(i) = y_min
*endif
*enddo
! now calculating yp
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y1(i)*p(i,j)
*enddo
yp(j) = temp
*enddo
! now calculating yq
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y1(i)*q(i,j)
*enddo
yq(j) = temp
*enddo
! calculating the explicit expression of x(y)
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
xy(j) =
((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)*Lower(j)+(q0(j)+yq(j))**(1/2)*Upper(j))/((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)+(q0(j)+
yq(j))**(1/2))
! checking to make sure x(y)>alpha and x(y)<beta
*if,xy(j),LT,alpha(j),then
xy(j) = alpha(j)
*elseif,xy(j),GT,beta(j),then
xy(j) = beta(j)
*endif
*enddo
! now calculating dWdy1,note that we're seeking to minimize -W(y)
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = 0
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
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temp = temp+p(i,j)/(Upper(j)-xy(j))+q(i,j)/(xy(j)-Lower(j)) ! maximizing is the same a
minimizing the negative of the W
*enddo
dWdy1(i) = b(i)-temp
*enddo
! including the barrier function to account for non-negativity constraint
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
dWdy1(i) = dWdy1(i)-(eps)/y1(i) ! we add -1/y(i) for every constraint as it's the
derivative of -ln(+y)...that is approaching zero from positive terms (see Bertsekas page
447)
*enddo

! calculating dWdy2 again
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
! taking the max of y2 and zero
*if,y2(i),LT,0,then
y2(i) = y_min
*endif
*enddo
! now calculating yp
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y2(i)*p(i,j)
*enddo
yp(j) = temp
*enddo
! now calculating yq
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y2(i)*q(i,j)
*enddo
yq(j) = temp
*enddo
! calculating the explicit expression of x(y)
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
xy(j) =
((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)*Lower(j)+(q0(j)+yq(j))**(1/2)*Upper(j))/((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)+(q0(j)+
yq(j))**(1/2))
! checking to make sure x(y)>alpha and x(y)<beta
*if,xy(j),LT,alpha(j),then
xy(j) = alpha(j)
*elseif,xy(j),GT,beta(j),then
xy(j) = beta(j)
*endif
*enddo
! now calculating dWdy1,note that we're seeking to minimize -W(y)
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = 0
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*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = temp+p(i,j)/(Upper(j)-xy(j))+q(i,j)/(xy(j)-Lower(j)) ! maximizing is the same as
minimizing the negative of the W
*enddo
dWdy2(i) = b(i)-temp
*enddo
! including the barrier function to account for non-negativity constraint
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
dWdy2(i) = dWdy2(i)-(eps)/y2(i) ! we add -1/y(i) for every constraint as it's the
derivative of -ln(+y)...that is approaching zero from positive terms (see Bertsekas page
447)
*enddo
! now that we have the gradient re-calculated at y1 and y2 we can calculate the new BB step
size
stepsize_num = 1E-9
stepsize_den = 1E-9
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
stepsize_num = stepsize_num + (y2(i)-y1(i))*(dWdy2(i)-dWdy1(i))
stepsize_den = stepsize_den + (dWdy2(i)-dWdy1(i))**2
*enddo
stepsize = stepsize_num/stepsize_den
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
y3(i) = y2(i) - stepsize*dWdy2(i)
*enddo
! taking max of zero and y3
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
! taking the max of y3 and zero
*if,y3(i),LT,0,then
y3(i) = y_min
*endif
*enddo
! updating the current 1 and 2 terms
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
y1(i) = y2(i)
y2(i) = y3(i)
*enddo
! calculating dWdy3
! now calculating yp
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y3(i)*p(i,j)
*enddo
yp(j) = temp
*enddo
! now calculating yq
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y3(i)*q(i,j)
*enddo
yq(j) = temp
*enddo
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! calculating the explicit expression of x(y)
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
xy(j) =
((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)*Lower(j)+(q0(j)+yq(j))**(1/2)*Upper(j))/((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)+(q0(j)+
yq(j))**(1/2))
! checking to make sure x(y)>alpha and x(y)<beta
*if,xy(j),LT,alpha(j),then
xy(j) = alpha(j)
*elseif,xy(j),GT,beta(j),then
xy(j) = beta(j)
*endif
*enddo
! now calculating dWdy1,note that we're seeking to minimize -W(y)
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = 0
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = temp+p(i,j)/(Upper(j)-xy(j))+q(i,j)/(xy(j)-Lower(j)) ! maximizing is the same as
minimizing the negative of the W
*enddo
dWdy3(i) = b(i)-temp
*enddo
! including the barrier function to account for non-negativity constraint
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
dWdy3(i) = dWdy3(i)-(eps)/y3(i) ! we add -1/y(i) for every constraint as it's the
derivative of -ln(+y)...that is approaching zero from positive terms (see Bertsekas page
447)
*enddo
! now evaluating the norm of the gradient at y3
temp1 = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp1 = temp1 + (dWdy3(i))**2
*enddo
temp2 = temp1**(1/2)
*endif
! taking the max of -y3 and 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
*if,y3(i),LT,0,then
y3(i) = y_min
*endif
*enddo
*if,kk,GE,40,then
grad_W_check = -1
*else
grad_W_check = temp2 - grad_W_term
*endif
!/POST1
! debugging
*CFOPEN,C:\Users\iwanb\Desktop\Debug.txt
*VWRITE,kk, y3(1), dWdy3(1), k, stepsize,objective
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(g16.8,g16.8,g16.8,g16.8,g16.8,g16.8)
!
3.0000000
0.66063745
-0.23659349E-02
*CFCLOS

6.0000000

57.021455

*enddo
! bumping the counter now that we have a next step in an optimal direction
k = k+1
! recalculating x(y3) using the same criteria as above (x has to be between alpha and beta,
and y has to be greater than or equal to zero
! now calculating yp
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y3(i)*p(i,j)
*enddo
yp(j) = temp
*enddo
! now calculating yq
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
temp = 0
*do,i,1,m_constraints,1
temp = temp+y3(i)*q(i,j)
*enddo
yq(j) = temp
*enddo
! calculating the explicity expression of x(y)
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
xy(j) =
((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)*Lower(j)+(q0(j)+yq(j))**(1/2)*Upper(j))/((p0(j)+yp(j))**(1/2)+(q0(j)+
yq(j))**(1/2))
! checking to make sure x(y)>alpha and x(y)<beta
*if,xy(j),LT,alpha(j),then
xy(j) = alpha(j)
*elseif,xy(j),GT,beta(j),then
xy(j) = beta(j)
*endif
*enddo
! filtering of design variable *****************************************************
! reseting dcn
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
x_val_n(i) = 0
*enddo
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
sum = 0
*do,j,1,radial_count(i),1
fac = r_min-sqrt((CentX_e(i)-CentX_e(radial_elem(i,j)))**2+(CentY_e(i)CentY_e(radial_elem(i,j)))**2)
*if,fac,LT,0,then
fac = 0
*endif
sum = sum+fac
x_val_n(i) = x_val_n(i)+fac*xy(radial_elem(i,j))
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*enddo
x_val_n(i) = x_val_n(i)/(sum)
*enddo
! Modified Heaviside filter, threshold filter
threshold = 0.70
*if,filter_counter,GT,0,then
! reset filter_counter and perform modified Heaviside filter
filter_counter = 0
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
*if,x_val_n(j),GT,threshold,then
x_val_n(j) = x_max
*endif
*enddo
!else do nothing
*endif
! setting the current solution equal to filtered variable
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
! setting current value and previous value as previous and old, respectively
*if,k,LT,2,then
x_previous(i) = x_current(i)
x_current(i) = x_val_n(i)
*elseif,k,GE,2,then
x_old(i) = x_previous(i)
x_previous(i) = x_current(i)
x_current(i) = x_val_n(i)
*endif
*enddo
! calculating the resultant difference between the last solution and the current
res_sol_diff = 0
temp = 0
*do,j,1,n_elem,1
res_sol_diff = res_sol_diff+(x_current(j)-x_previous(j))** 2
temp = temp+x_previous(j)**2
*enddo
! checking if the convergence criteria has been met for the current solution,if less than
zero we terminate
res_sol_check = (res_sol_diff/temp)**(1/2)-sol_term
! bumping the counter now that we have a next step in an optimal direction
k = k+1
filter_counter = filter_counter + 1
! checking to see if the maximum number of iterations has been exceeded, convergence
appears to happen well before 500 iterations
*if,k,GT,500,then
res_sol_check = -1
*endif
/PREP7
! now we need to update all the elements properties
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
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RMODIF,i,1,(thickness*x_current(i)**penal)
material penalized
EMODIF,i,REAL,i,
*enddo

!Update the property constant,it is
!Update element property constants

! plot element thickness results
/POST1
/DSCALE,ALL,OFF
PLESOL,VOLU,,0,1.0
*enddo
! elemental results
*dim,Elm_Results,,n_elem,8
! storing results in array that will be written out to text file
*do,i,1,n_elem,1
Elm_Results(i,1) = x_current(i)
! current solution, element thickness
multiplier
Elm_Results(i,2) = sigma_x(i)
! stress in x direction
Elm_Results(i,3) = sigma_y(i)
! stress in y direction
Elm_Results(i,4) = sigma_xy(i)
! shear stress in xy plane
Elm_Results(i,5) = R_x(i)
! x-direction strength ratio
Elm_Results(i,6) = R_y(i)
! y-direction strength ratio
Elm_Results(i,7) = R_xy(i)
! xy-direction strength ratio
Elm_Results(i,8) = Rcomb(i)
! combined strength ratio
*enddo
! contacting command file that outputs element results to "Elm_Results.txt" file
/INPUT,C:\Users\iwanb\Desktop\Results_Command.txt
! contacting command file that outputs element results to "Elm_Results.txt" file
/INPUT,C:\Users\iwanb\Desktop\Convergence_Command.txt
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